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ABSTRÀCT

The Àpplication of Facial Reconstruction
Based Upon Ultrasound Measurment of Soft Tissue Thickness

To Selected Problems in Human Paleontology

This thesis addresses the problem of reconstructing

the faces of human forebears using modern facial tissue

thickness standards. À review of the Iiterature on facial

reconstruction introduces the development of the method.

Its use in reconstructing modern and historic persons,

techniques used to obtain facial tissue thickness standards,

criticisms of the method and standards currently available

are discussed. From this evidence, the author Suggests that

the accuracy of facial reconstruction may be improved by

using ultrasound to measure faciat tissue thickness, and

that reconstructions of fossil hominids should take

non-human primate standards into consideration.

Experiments to test ultrasound and obtain chimpanzee

tissue thickness measurements are undertaken and the results

used to reconstruct the facial features of an hyper-robust

and a robust australopithecine. FaciaI reconstruction

results are discussed and related to the problem of

identifying sexual dimorphism in fossil hominid specimens"

The thesis concludes with recommendations based on the

experimental work and appendices with guidelines for facial

reconstruct ion pract itioners.
1X
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PREFÀCE

The Twent v-one Points on the Face

The 21 points on the face mentioned in this thesis have

been developed from the first work of Welcker (1883).

Welcker selected nine points on the midline of the face and

gave their minimum, maximum and average values from nine

male cadavers. His (1895) added to this with four

unilateral meaSurements fr'om 24 mafe and 4 female subjects.

KoIlmann and Buchly ( 1898 ) added one median measurement and

two lateral measurements and combined their data with that

of His. These points have been used until recently for

three-dimensional facial reconstructions (see Figure 1).

The "gauntness" noted by facial reconstruction

practitioners in reconstructionS carried out using KoLl-mann

and Buchly'S measurements may have been due to the fact that

Kollmann and Buchly's measurements did not include those

points in the cheek region above and below the second

molars, and on the inferior border of the mandible

introduced by suzuki in 1948. Rhine and campbell (1980)

attempted to "fill in" this area with measurements taken on

an American Bla,ck sample. Àlthough facial reconstruction

difficulties with this "terra incognita" are not yet

resolved, and are dealt with in this thesis at some length,

xr l



the measurements taken by Rhine, Moore and Weston (1982),

Moore (I981) Rhine and Campbell (1980) and Suzuki (1948)

(see Tables 1 and 2) probably offer the facial

reconstruction practitioner the best chances of Success

because they include the most points for facial tissue

t.hickness measurement.

Taxonom i c Termi noloqy

The taxonomic

f rom Day (1977 ) .

"9inq]rthrop.us'",

mentioned, they

their slippage

terminology used in this thesis is derived

Wherever outdated terms such as

"Ziniant hroous" and "Pitheca nthroous" are

are placed in quotation marks to indicate

f rom current use.

Olduvai hominid 5 was first named "Ziniant hroous boisei "

by L.S.B. Leakey, who stated. . . . "I am not in favour of

creating too many new generic names among the Hominidae but

I believe it is desirable to place the new find in a

separate and distinct genus" (L.S.B. Leakey, 1959). OH 5 is

novr categorized as an À" boisei (hyper-robust) specimen in

the anthropological literature.

I have called my four OH 5 facial reconstructions zinj I,

zinj fT, zinj III and IV and my two SK 48 facial

reconstructions Swartkrans I and II, instead of SK 48(I)' OH

5(I), oHs(II) etc. to spare the reader from being forced to

keep track of lengthy numerical sequences.

XII].



Usaqe of the Term rrRacerr

Much controversy surrounds the term "race", which has

generally been eliminated from usage by physical

anthropologists. In forensic anLhropology, however,

categorization of individuals according to "racial type"

continues as a method of personal identification. The

morphological and metrical bases for typing, for instance,

are presented in detail by Krogman (1962:1BB-207) and

Stewart (I979:227-238 ) .

I n thi s thesi s, I use " race" in t.he same vray as

(L9792227); that is, ". . .â [ species J sub-division

upon appearance (phenotype).. ."

Stewart.

based

xlv
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTiON TO FÀCIÀL RECONSTRUCTION
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION TO FACIÀL RECONSTRUCTION

À1most since its introduction in the late 1800's, facial

reconstruction - the re-creation of the fe'atures of the

deceased upon the skull - has captured public interest. Its

use in murder trials like the Buck Ruxton Case (Clasister

and Brash, 1937), appearance on television programs such as

"Quincy", and in the best-selling nove1, "Gorky Park"

(Smitt¡, I}BZ) have kept attention focused on this forensic

technique. Because of its high profile, facial

reconstruction has been subject to scrutiny: How accurate

is it? Is it an art or a science? what are some of its

problems? rhis introduction will attempt to answer some of

these questions as a preface to the experimental work

described in this thesis.

1 .1 FÀCIÀL RECONSTRUCTION: ÀRT OR SCIENCE?

Facial reconstruction is considered to be both an art and

a science because it is based on scientific rnethods and

requires some artistic skiI1. FaciaI reconstruction is an

art because Lhe most esthetically satisfying results are

produced by individuals who, âs artists, may spend more time

than non-artists noting variation in human facial features.

1
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ÀI1 of the facial reconstruction practitioners I am

familiar with - Richard Neave, Betty Gatliffe, D.G. Cherry,

Ernest Pascoe and Jay Matternes - are either commercial or

medicaf illustrators or sculptors who work under the

guidance of physical anthropologists. The latter have

recognized the artistic skill necessary to shape an ear'

mould a nose or produce a life-like line of expression that

makes a facial reconstruction "come to Ii fe. "

This "artistic" side of facial reconstruction has had its

share of supporters and detractors: BuchIy, the sculptor

who worked with the the anthropologist KoIImann' received

mixed reviews for his reconstruction of the female neolithic

skull from the Àuvernier Station, Swítzerland (see Figure

Ð. Suk (1935) commented; "To our mind, this reconstruction

is one of the best ones, very likely because it has been

made by a real artist.r' Gerasimov (1971:XVII) was less

enthusiastic about Buchly's contribution. He said;

"Kollmann's scheme for the head .was 'corrected'
and 'enlivened' by Buchly he furnished the nose,
mouth, ears and hair. Despite the interference of
the sculptor Iguchly], Ko]Imann's work can rank as
one of the most remarkable achievements in the
history of scientifically-based reconstructions of
faces from skuIIS."

Despite criticism of the Iicense introduced by some

artists into facial reconstruction, its method is firmly

rooted in science. Scientific methods employed in facial

reconstruction include usíng musele markings on the skull as
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Examples of facial reconstructions of humans and hominids
(top I to bottom I, clockwise): Taung child by Gerasimov
( f964 ) ; neol i thic noman by KolImánn and Buchly ( I898 ) ;
Egyptian girl from mummified remains by Neave (f979);
"Lucy" by Matternes (Johanson and Edey, I981 ).

Figure 2: Reconstructions of Humans and Hominids
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indicators

deve Iopi ng

correspond

of the size and placement of facial muscles and

standards of facial tissue thicknesses that

to sex, body build and racial tYPe.

In addition, researchers such as Krogman (I9731, McGregor

(fglO) and wilder and wentworth (1918) have developed a

number of guidelines for estimating the size and positioning

of the nose, eyes and ears on the face. Physical

anthropologists have contributed their ability to sex' age

and atLribute race to skeletal remains based on dentition

and morphoJ-ogical features of the sku1I. AII of this work

has done much to enhance facial reconstruction'S standing aS

a science, yet there is still much that can be done.

1.2 TNCREASING THE ÀCCURÀçY OF FÀCIAL RECONSTRUCTION

J.S. Rhine, âo anthropologist with special interests in

facial reconstruction, wrote in 1980: "Despite the potential

of facial reproduction, and its continuing success, there

remains a reservoir of reluctance to accept the method as

fuIly validated" (nhine and Campbell, 1980).

Developing new ways of improving the accuracy of facial

reconstruction is the basis of this thesis. It includes the

introduction of a new technique for measuring facial tissue

thickness that may expand the number of standards currently

available and also eliminate some of the problems that

contribute to the production of error inherent in other

measurement techniques.
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This thesis also offers solutions to some of the problems

faced by facial reconstruction practitioners - problems that

include using standards that are based on very small

samples, standards that are unsuitable aS to race' are drawn

from deceased, rather than living populations, and are in

some cases, considerably outdated.

Ànother problem faced by facial reconstruction

practitioners is having to rely on modern human standards to

reconstruct the facial features of hominids millions of

years old. Mode)_ling the facial features of a modern

individual on a modern skull no doubt produces a more

reliable result than using modern standards to reconstruct a

fossil hominid face. The skul1 0f the latter is often

eroded, incomplete, warped or otherwise damaged. sex and

age are very difficult to determine, and the skull may be

pieced together according to different criteria by different

individuals, as in the case of Olduvai hominid 5 described

Iater on in this thesis. Previous attempts to reconstruct

hominids have incorporated modern human tissue thickness

standards, with the exception of Gerasimov's reconstruction

of the Taung specimen. Molecular studies have suggested

that b., Homo and Gorilla qorilla share a common ancestor

(Yunis and Prakash, L982) Thus, when dealing with

individuals millions of years old, it could be more

appropriate to use either non-human primate standards or a

combination of modern human and non-human primate standards
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rather than to rely soJ.eIy upon modern human standards.

This situation emphasizes the need for facial reconstruction

practitioners to have tissue thickness standards such as

those of Pan available in order to produce a very

scientifically-rigorous Iikeness of a fossil hominid

spec imen

The latter part of this thesis describes an experiment to

obtain facial tissue thicknesses of Pan. These measurements

are then used to produce six facial reconstructions

based upon one robust and one hyper-robust

australopithecine specimen (Australopithecus robustus and

Àust ra Iooi thecus boisei ) . The results are compared and

conclusions drawn. À related problem - identifying sexual

dimorphism in fossil hominids - is discussed at Iength.

Before describing these experiments, Some background on the

development of the practice of facial reconstruction will

introduce thè subject.
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PART TWO: THE HISTORY OF FÀCIÀL RECONSTRUCTION



Chapter I I

EÀRLY EXAMPLES OF FÀCIÀL RECONSTRUCTION

The first attempt at facial reconstruction is generally

attributed to Welcker (t983), who reconstructed the faces of

Schiller, Raphael- and Kant. This work r¡as f ollowed by that

of His (I895), who guided the sculptor Seffner in recreating

the face of J.S. Bach directly upon the skull found in a

Leipzig churchyard (wilder and wentworth, 1918:96).

Interest in faciaÌ reconstruction waned over the

following few decades and then revived in the 1970's,

perhaps as a resul! of the proliferation of "mummy projects"

sponsored by various museums throughout the worId. The

Manchester Museum, the Royal Ontario Museum and the Bristol

Museum, for example, conducted public dissections of

Egyptian mummies too decayed Lo survive their parasitic

invasions. These projects concluded with facial

reconstructions of the deceased.

Most of these facial reconstructions $¡ere based on facial

t i ssue thic kness standards which r.tere developed in the late

1800's and have been in use up until recently (as outlined

above ) .

I



Chapter I I I

DEVELOPMENT OF FÀCIAL TISSUE THICKNESS STÀNDARDS

Thus far, aIl facial tissue thickness standards have been

deveJ.oped from cadaver samples. His (I895) used the average

of measurements taken from 24 European male and four female

cadavers. Kollmann and BuchIy (1898) added measurements

from 21 European male and four female cadavers to this

sample. Subsequently, standards for 16 Papuans and

Melanesians (rischer, 1905; Harselm-Rheimschneider, L921,

1922), six beheaded Chinese (Birkner, 1905), three Herero

males (Von Eggeling , 1902') , 15 male and three f emale

assorted New Hoì-landers, Javanese, Melanesians and Cameroons

(StadtmulIer, 1923, 1925) and 48 male and seven female

Japanese (¡t. Suzuki, 1948 ) were established.

Work on developing new facial tissue thickness standards

was continued by Rhine, Campbell, Moore and Weston. Rhine

and Campbelt (I980) Rhine, Moore and Weston (f982) and Moore

(1981) gathered facial tissue thickness standards from 125

male and 30 female Àmerican Caucasoids, 58 male and 23

female American BIacks and 19 male and six female Mongoloids

(American lndians).

Rhine, Moore and Westonrs L982 sample of American

Caucasoids had f acial tissue thicknesses that l{ere r orl the

9



whole, larger than those on Kollmann and

(see Tables 1 and 2). These differences

for by several factors:

Buchly' s

could be

10

Eu ropean s

accounted

1 )Àccording to Moore, better 1-iving conditions

over the past 80 years mean.... "We are thus seeing

fu1ler and rounder faces for every body shape or

physical profile than for the Germans of nearly a

century ago" (Moore, 1981).

2)Sample size probably has an effect on the data.

Rhine, Moore and $reston's L982 Caucasoid sample is

almost twice the size of Kollmann and Buchly's 1898

European sample. Rhine, Moore and Weston (ibid.)

state that a statistical analysis of their sample

demonstrated that the data were reIiable.

3)It must be assumed that conditions for

preserving cadavers in the late 1800's were rather

different. Refrigeration had not yet been invented

and formaldehyde ¡¡as probably used to preserve

biological specimens in medical schools. Cadavers

çould dry out or swell up, af.fecting tissue

thickness. Àccording Lo Suk, "..the whole aspect of

t,he f ace may be completely changed in a f ew hours,

simply due to loss of water" (Sun, 1935). Neave

remarked that his facial reconstructions based on

Lhe KoIImann and Buchly data were somewhat
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"cadaverous" in appearance (Neave, P€Fsonal

communication of Àugust sth, I984).

Rhine and Campbell's measurements vrere Laken on subjects

deceased no more than 12 hours or in refrigeration no more

than 24 hours. Subjects showing any evidence of facial

tissue distortion due to trauma or disease were eliminated

(nhine and CampbeIt, I980).

his

32

Moore, in preliminary study of the facial tissue

thickness of American Caucasoids, noted that..

"Our rejection of all but fresh cadavers has
probably produced higher values. Many earlier
investigators had been unabl-e to gain access to
cadavers before many hours or even days, had passed.
Our access to a complete medicolegal investigation
system, including rapid transportation to a central
receiving station, assured a sufficient number of
cadavers of recent demise" (Moore, 1981 ).

If fresh cadavers produce larger readings than those Ieft

for long periods of time, then readings from living

individuals should produce even larger values. According to

morticians, froisture loss after death is related to

conditions of preservation, but is generally estimated to be

at the low rate of Zeo ovêE a 24-hour period. Unfortunately,

I have not as yet collected a large enough sample of living

human facial tissue thickness measurements to compare the

facial tissue thicknesses of deceased to Iiving individuals,

so this theory that moisture loss from tissues will produce

Iower readings cannot yet be Lested.
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Some other standards have been compared, however;

notably those of different races. These differences are

important to consider in the problem of reconstructing

fossil hominids.

3.1 COMP ÀRI NG TI SSUE THICKNESS STÀNDÀRDS OF VÀRIOUS RACES

Rhine and Campbell (fggO) compared the tissue thickness

measurements of a sample of American Blacks and a sample of

Àmerican Caucasoids with KoIlmann and Buchly's 1898 European

data and Suzuki's 1949 Japanese sample (see Tables 1 and 2)"

The researchers found their American BIack sample

measurements to be the largest of all three groups: The 32

individuats in Rhine and Campbell's Caucasoid sample fell

between their group of Blacks and Kollmann and Buchly's

Europeans. Rhine and Campbell concluded that using the

correct facial tissue thickness measurements that correspond

to the race of the identif ied skull is crucial to obtaining

an accurate facial reconstruction:

"The Japanese faces appear to be so much smaller
than those of European whites that to use thickness
data interchangeably between races to reproduce
faces wilI tikely lead to a grievous error in the
finished work" (Rhine and Campbetl, ibid.).

This brief outline of facial tissue thickness standards

and their development suggests the difficulties that exist

in obtaining an aceurate facial reconstruction from the

available data. The following section shows what some

researchers have done to test the accuracy of the method"



ChaPter Iv

ÀSSESSING THE ÀCCURACY OF FACIÀL RECONSTRUCT]ON

Concern about the accuracy of the

reconstruction has been expressed by

suk (1935), stewart (fgs¿) and Brues

commented:

results of facial

such investigators as

(I958). Brues

"There are certain disadvantages to this method. In
order to complete such a reconstruction, it is
necessary for the artist to create out of whole
cloth a nasal tip, lips, etc. He will- have to
compromise with ignorance by making these structures
rather average and non-committal. If the individual
actually had rather marked peculiarities in just
these fèatures...the identification may be missed.
In the drawing the artist can make these really
unknown features hazy, so as to avoid this
difficulty; but the sculpture allows of no such
compromisè, so that the latter procedure is probably
besl left to the ample literature of detective
fiction" (Brues, 1958).

Suk took issue with anthropologists who claimed that the

surface features of the skull could dictate the form of the

soft tissue. Suk experimented with comparing the shape and

size of the nose with the bony landmarks. By marking the

location of the soft tissue on cadavers and then stripping

the skul-I of skin, he found differences between the subnasal

point of the external nose and the location of the nasal

spine. He concluded that there ltas a lack of correspondence

between the index of the bony nose and the external nose of

an individual;

13
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"...any exact identification of a skull as
pertaining to a certain person is quite out of the
question. And any identification based on the
comparison of a skull and portraits is utterly
unscientific, for it lacks all, even the very gross
Iandmarks which would permit any approach to
exactness" (suk, 1935).

welcker (1883) and wilder (I912) and Wilder and $rentworth

(f918) among others, tried to eliminate some of the

guesswork associated with reconstructing the soft parts of

the facei $rel-cker attacked the problem of the positioning of

the ear and Wilder and Wentworth, the formation of the nose

and the setting of the eyes. McGregor (1926), established

some guidelines for the size and positioning of these

features that are still used today.

wilder and Wentworth, writing in 19I8, asserted that the

only feature for which there vtas no bony correlate was the

outer ear: "There are undoubtedly many more correlations

between the soft features and the underlying hard parts than

we know about at present, since in a region where the two

are so intimately related as in the face, ãDY change in the

former must bring about some change in the latter" (wilder

and Wentworth, 1918:107) 
"

Wilder and Wentworth related the results of a test by Von

Eggeling who reconstructed the face of a hanged criminal.

The death mask vtas compared to facial reconstructions done

by a sculptor and an art instructor" Gratifying results

were achieved by the latter, who had anatomical knowledge,
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and who used the measurements and guideLines exactly
( ibid. :98-1 01 ) .

In the ensuing years, other tests of the accuracy of

facial reconstruction vrere carried out, notably those by

Krogman, Neave, and Gatliffe, Snow and McWiIliams.

Krogman photographed the face of an anatomical subject '
stripped the face of flesh and re-applied the facial

features to the skull using the combined Kollmann and Buchly

and His data. He noted differences in the size and

positioning of the nose, ears and mouth. Bipalpebral

breadth was underestimated and bigonial breadth was

overestimated (Krogman, L973:265) .

Neave conducted a similar e.xperiment using two medical

school cadavers. Although he too, experienced problems with

extrapolating size and shape of nose from the landmarks on

the skulI, Neave concluded that, "An individual wiII stilI

easily be recognized in spite of these changes" (Neave,

personal communication). GatIiffe, Snow and McWilliams

(Ì970) performed the first test of the accuracy of faciaÌ

reconstruction. Photos of two three-dimensional

reconstructions one of a female and one of a male subject

and fourteen possible match-up photos of actual indivÍduaIs

nere posted in a central location in a public building.

Ballots erere provided for response. Even though the photos

and facial reconstructions were poorly reproduced on the
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poster, the correct subject was chosen 68eo of. the time in

the case of the male subject (p <.005) and 26e" of the time

in the case of the female subjecl (p <.05). The authors

noted that the reason the facial reconstruction of the

female subject scored lower than the male, may have been

because it ltas based on a set of standards averaged from

only three subjects.

Neave and Krogman have both commented that the

reconstructed face is often slimmer than the original¡ "The

system works," remarked Neave, "..although where direct

comparison can be made, the reconstruction is always much

thinner than the original person" (Neave, Personal

communication, August sth, I984; Krogman, I9731.

The latte_r may be the result of moisture loss from the

cadavers whose facial tissue thickness measurements formed

the set of standards. Rhine and CampbeIl (fggO) suggested

Kollmann and Buchly's facial tissue thickness standards were

"...taken on a small Sample with inadequate controls over

freshness of the cadavers.'r Rhine and Campbell attempted to

compensate for this discrepancy by using cadavers that were

unembalmed and no more than 24 hours old (as previously

noted).
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4.1 SUMMARY

This brief review of some of the criticisms of facial

reconstruction suggests that KolÌmann and BuchIy's standards

(used by aIl practitioners for Caucasoid subjects up until

1980) are inadequate in terms of sample sizes and freshness

of cadaver samples. It also demonstrates that most of the

difficulty with reconstructions concerns facial features

that leave few or very minute markings on the skull. It is

also possible that there may be problems inherent in the

actual technique of taking the facial tissue thickness

measurements. This possibility wilt be examined in the next

chapter.
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PÀRT THREE: INTRODUCING ULTRÀSOUND



Chapter V

METHODS OF OBTÀINING TISSUE THICKNESS STANDARDS

Various techniques have been used to obtain facial tissue

thickness measurements from cadaver samples. Welcker (I883)

inserted a thin bl-ade into the skin until it touched the

surface of the bone. He marked the depth (apparently by

holding his fingers where the blade pierced the skin) and

withdrew it. His (I895) used an oiled sewing needle fitted

with a small rubber disk which was lowered to meet the skin

surface after insertion. KoIImann and Buchly (I898) used a

soot-blackened needl-e, the skin surface displacing the soot

so that the actual inserted (c1ean) portion of the needle

could be measured when removed. Rhine and Campbell (1980)

used the needle and rubber stopper method to collect their

American Blacks standards, but made Sure the skin was not

depressed by the stopper by levelling the skin back up with

the fingers of the free hand. This latter method of

obtaining measurements by using a needle is referred to as

the needle probe technique.

Invasive techniques such as needleprobe are stiIl

currently in use. However, with the advent of new medical

technology such as ultrasound and Computer-Àssisted

Tomography (Cef scans), I decided to experiment with the

.19
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former to determine whether it could be used to obtain

faciat tissue thickness measurements that are as accurate or

more accurate than those obtainable from traditional
measurement methods. CAT scans, although useful under some

circumstances, require large and expensive equipment and

expose the subject to radiation. On the other hand,

ultrasound measurements can be taken with sma1I, portabJ.e

units that provide all the data necessary for this type of

research. Ultrasound is considered to pose no risk for head

and neck application.

5.1 BENEFITS OF USING A NON_INVÀSIVE TECHNIOUE

By using a non-invasive technique like
measuring facial tissue thickness, living
measured. The benefits are considerable:

1)

short

ulLrasound for

individuals can be

Large samples can be measured in relatively
periods of time.

2) Samples can be matched specifically to the

facial reconstruction; i.e., if the skulÌ is that of

a four year-old female Caucasoid subject,

measurements ean be Laken from any number of female

Caucasoids of that age and averages calculated.

3) Pathologies and problems with fluid-fiIled or

emaciated cadavers can be eliminated.
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In the past, experimenters have been limited to measuring

accident victims or elderly individuals, most often the

sample available from city morgues or medical schools.

Gatliffe, Snow and McWilliams (fgzO) discussed some of the

difficulties resulting from using standards drawn from such

samples in their test of facial reconstruction. In this

case, the female subject was correctly identified much less

often than the male:

"The female restoration subject (no. 3) $tas 67 years
ol-d at the time of her death; the male (no. 4) only
36 years of age. The photograph used for comparison
in the former case had been taken when the subject
vras in her early 40' s. Remodell ing and atrophic
changes in the facial skeleton associated with age
may have profound and hitherto unassessed effects on
the accuracy of the reconstruction" (Catliffe, Snow
and McWiIIiams, 1970).

This latter comment illustrates the need for larger and

more detailed standards which wouLd be easier to obtain with

ultrasound than traditionaL measuring techniques. Before

applying uftrasound measurements to facial reconstruction,

however, it is necessary to examine whether measurements

obtained from the two sources - needleprobe and ultrasound

are in fact, comparable.

5"2 USING ULTRÀSOUND TO MEÀSURE FÀCIAL TISSUE THICKNESS

Ultrasonics, or ultrasound, has been used in medicine

since the middle part of this century (Newell, f963). Its

use is generally divided into two categories; medical

treatment and medical diagnosis" The former application
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uses high-intensity ultrasound to destroy tissue, âs in the

destruction of the function of the vestibular nerve in the

semi-circular canal of an ear afflicted with Meniere's

Disease. The latter application uses Iow-intensity

ultrasonics to obtain a visual image of tissue differences,

e.g. to detect the presence of tumors, blockages, stones,

and other irregularities (Newell, 1963) .

5.3 PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF ULTRÀSOUND

Ultrasound works on the same principles as audible sound;

it is transmitted via vibrations along a fixed pathway.

Sound travels in tissue at the same rate as it does in

water, namely 1r500 meters per second. By applying a sound

source (transducer) of a certain intensity to a surface,

such as skin, a short pulse of sound is transmitted through

the tissue until it meets high intensity tissue, such as

bone, sending back an echo. In our experiment, the sound

was transmitted through skin, muscle, fat, and other tissue

until it met bone the same material a needleprobe would

pass through to obtain a standard measurement. The lapse of

time between the transmission and the return of the echo

signals indicates the depths of the refleeting surfaces.

The information is displayed on a cathode-ray tube as

vertical deflections of a horizontal trace (rigure 3). ;

The machine we used for this experiment (Smittr KIine Mark

1 with a 3.5 MHz transducer) allowed each measurement to be
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recorded photographically on Polaroid fiIm, thus providing

permanent record.

a

5.4 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED USING ULTRÀSOUND

Ultrasound cannot measure air, and therefore in instances

where air pockets may exist, it is possible that a reading

may not correspond to a needleprobe taken at the same point.

This problem is taken into consideration in our experiment.

The results are discussed and a solution to Lhe problem is

proposed.



Chapter VI

AN EXPERIMENT TO TEST NEEDLEPROBE AGÀINST
ULTRASOUND

6.1 MÀTERIÀLS ÀND METHOD

In order to test the accuracy of the needleprobe

technique against ultrasound, two human cadavers were

obtained. These cadavers were provided through the

University of Manitoba Medical School for this purpose" The

two Caucasoid subjects, one a 5S-year old obese female and

the other an obese male in his mid-60's, had been embalmed

shortly before the experiment. Embalming was considered to

have no ef f ect on the experiment, since t/te vlere simply

comparing one measurement against another at the same

location on the face. However, the fact that these

individuals were embalmed allowed us to compare their facial

tissue measurements with those of Rhine, Moore and l,leston

(1982) only in a very general way.

The 21 points on the face were located on each cadaver.

Two different methods of measuring the facial tissue were

employed. The first method was used on the male cadaver.

First, aIl the needleprobe measurements were taken using a

clean dissection needle fitted with a rubber stopper. The

needle r.ras inserted into the sk in at the f i rst point unt i I

24
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it met bone. The stopper was moved down the needle untit it

met the skin, and the skin was carefully levelled up if iL

had been depressed around the needle insertion area. The

needle was then removed and the measurement recorded. This

procedure was followed for a1l the 21 points on the face.

Once aII the needleprobe measurements had been taken, the

ultrasound transducer vras applied to the same 21 points and

t,he facial tissue thickness measurements recorded

phot og raph i ca I Iy .

The second method was used on the female cadaver. The

needleprobe was used to measure point number one on the

face. Às soon as the needleprobe was withdrawn and the

measurement recorded, the ultrasound transducer v¡as placed

on the still-visible needle exit mark and the ul-trasound

measurement taken. It was felt that this latter method

would be more accurate than the former because there was

greater likelihood that the same spot was indeed being

measured. The same,procedure r/ùas followed seguentially for

the other 20 points on the face.

6.2 RESULTS

The needleprobe and ultrasound results and Rhine, Weston

and Moore's needleprobe measurements for obese subjects are

plotted on graphs in Figures 4 and 5. No consistent

correlation is evident between each of the three sets of

figures on the male cadaver. My needleprobe and ultrasound
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measurements are less than 2 mm apart on points 3,4,5, I

and 11. Rhine, Moore and Weston's measurements and my

ultrasound are less than 2 mm apart at points 2, 3,6,8,

13, '16 and 17 , but are still f urther apart than the

aforementioned measurements. My male needleprobe

measurements are 2 mm or less apart from those of Rhine,

Moore and weston at points 2, 3,8, 11, 12 and 15. A very

crude overal-l correlation is evident. It should be noted

here, however, that we are comparing a single set of figures

with a set of averaged figures, so individual variation, as

well as the bloated condition of the cadavers, must be taken

into consideration.

Comparing my needleprobe measurements with ultrasound on

the female cadaver, it can be seen that a positive

correlation exists up to point number 12, with points 1, 2

and 3 less than .1 mm apart. Àf ter point 12, a negative

correlation begins to appear. Very Iittle correlation_

appears to exist between Rhine, Moore and Weston's figures

and the uLtrasound measurements, but they are less than 2 mm

apart at points 2,3,4t 7,11,12,13, and L7. There is a

crude correlation between the two sets of needleprobe

measurements mine and Rhine, Moore and tfestonIs - but it

fatls off sharpty in the mid-philtrum, Iip-margin region

(points 5, 6,7)" This is similar to the results from the

male cadaver.
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6.3 DI SCUSSION

This experiment included the use of many variabres in the

preliminary testing of ultrasound versus needreprobe in the

measurement of human facial tissue thickness.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the correlation
needleprobe and ultrasound is positive in the

but tends to become negative in the bilateral

between

midline area

region.

The general lack of correlation between

the male cadaver suggests the first method

measurements - aIl needleprobe followed by

measurements is not as likely to produce

as is the second methodi i.e., alternating
measurements with ultrasound on each point

measurements from

of taking

all ul-trasound

reI iable results
needleprobe

on the face.

Ultrasound measurements come closest to needleprobe

measurements when they are takén on relatively flat areas of
bone overlain with thin tissue, such as on the supragraberra
(point 1 ) and the frontal eminence (point 1 1 ).

I^lhere measurements are taken near a sherf of bone, such

as on the mentar eminence (point 9), inferior marar (point

r4) and zygomatic arch (point r6), ress correration between

the needleprobe and ul-trasound results because of the

possibility of sound h'aves passing over the she1f.

Rhine and Campbell (f980) refer to the area

malars and the inferior border of the mandible

between the

as the "terra
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incognita" of the cheek region, noting that; "This region is
so troubresome to novice reproducers of the face." This

region has also proved troublesome in my experiment.

Considerable differences between needleprobe and ultrasound
readings were apparent in measurements from this region.
several factors could account for these differences: 1)

The ultrasound probe stops measuring when it hits air,
therefore the measurements taken in this area would not be

comparable to those taken with needleprobe. 2) The

embalming procedure [ây, in some unknown wây, confound

readings. 3) There may arso be some difficurty in locating
the alveolare with the needleprobe. q) the subjects may

have been edentulous. The four sets of needleprobe

measurements - mine and those of Rhine, Moore and weston

were, however, much more comparable to each other than they

vrere to the ultrasound measurements.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

Ultrasound has been used successfully for medical

treatment and diagnosis. rts usefurness as a technique for
the accurate measurement of facial tissue in riving humans

has been investigated in this experiment.

when compared to needleprobe measurements, urtrasound

measurements are closest in the midrine region. Negative

correlations become evident when comparisons are made in the

biIateraL region.



Àccording to Newell

readings are apt to be

and this fact is borne out in my experiment.

Comparison of the cadaver needleprobe measurements with

those of Rhine, Moore and Weston (1982), shows a very rough,

but consistent correlation, especiaJ.ty when measurements are

taken with needleprobe alternated with ultrasound, âS

demonstrated on the female subject.

In conclusion, ultrasound appears to be a viable method

of obtaining facial tissue thickness measurements, and

offers many advantages over traditionaL invasive practices.

There appear to be some problems using ultrasound in areas

on the face underlain by air pockets. An experiment to try
and overcome this difficulty is described in the following

chapter, and the results are offered as a solution to the

problem.

(t963), the

obtained at

29

most accurate uLtrasound

shallow tissue depths,
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Polaroid film showing area from which measurement was taken.

Figure 3: Tissue Thickness Measurement By Ultrasound
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Chapter VI I

ÀN EXPERIMENT IN FÀCIAL RECONSTRUCTION TO TEST
ULTRÀSOUND

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous experiment pointed out a discrepancy in the

ultrasound measurements in the region just in front of the

inferior border of the mandible. Since this appears to be

the major impediment to using ultrasound as a tissue

thicknesS measurement technique, I considered it worthwhile

to engage in further experimentation to try and eliminate

this problem. I feLt that one way to look at this region

would be to carry out a facial reconstruction using data

collected by ultrasound from a Iiving subject.

7 "2 METHOD AND MATERI ÀLS

To this end, facial tissue thickness measurements were

taken from a normal human female subject. When these

measurements are compared to those of Rhine, Moore and

Weston (L982), aII measurements are close except those on

the inferior border of the mandible, and below and above the

second molar" Because this area is underlain with air

poeketsn it is assumed that the measurement given by

ultrasound constitutes only the thickness of the cheek, and

is therefore not comparable to the needleprobe meaSurements.

33
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In order to determine what percentage of the needleprobe

measurements (composed of cheek, alveolar tissue and air)

the thickness of the cheek (ultrasound measurement)

comprises, ultrasound measurements from points 21, 20 and 19

(corresponding to the aforementioned area) were taken on

both right and left sides of two living normal subjects (one

male, one female). These measurement,s were compared to

normals from Rhine, Moore and Weston's sample, and a

percentage (cheek: cheek, air, alveolar tissue) obtained.

This f igure vlas 42e". The average deviation vtas -9-75 X'1 .48

mm.

The complete set of ultrasound measurements taken from

the normal human female subject vtere used as the basis of a

facial reconsLruction on a skull assessed as normal female.

At points 19, 20 and 21 on the right side of the face, the

ultrasound measurements vrere factored to approximate

needleprobe *".",rr"^ents. On the left side of the face, the

ultrasound measurements afone were used.

1 A ñEôrrÎ mCt.J llË¡itulJr.J

The result is shown in Figure 6. The side of the face

with tissue applied on the basis of the needleprobe

measurements has a more natural, less concave appearance

than the side reconstructed using ultrasound measurements.
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Figure 7 shows the facial tissue thickness of the subjecL

plotted on a graph and compared to the needleprobe

measurements of Rhine, Moore and Weston (tgAZ) for normaf

female subjects. À11 measurements are roughly comparable,

except those at points 18, 19, 20 and 21. Since there is no

air pocket under point 18, it must be assumed that the

difference in measurements represents normal human

variation.

7.4 CONCL SI ONS

It is proposed that the discrepancy in the cheek region

can be overcome by f act'or ing ultrasound measurements to make

them comparable to needleprobe measurements. Modern CÀT

scans can provide measurements which correspond to those of

needle probe, and can also measure just the thickness of the

cheek. This technology is currently being investigated to

verify the percentage (42e"1 r obtained by comparing

ultrasound to needleprobe at points 1 9 , 20 and 21 . Since

the same difficulty in obtaining measurements at these

point,s was experienced on -uhe living subject as well as on

the cadaver, it appears that the problem does not lie with

the choice of subject, and is probably related to

ultrasound.
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7 .5 SUMMÀRY

This experiment demonstrated that it is feasible lo use

ultrasound to obtain facial tissue thickness measurements

from Iiving humans. The same discrepancy exists in the

cheek area as was evident in the experiment with the

cadavers. It is suggested that factoring the measurements

obtained in this area by .42 will make them equivalent to

needleprobe measurements. I! is not known, however, what is

the basis for the difference between ultrasound and

needleprobe measurements overall. This may be solved by

reading facial tissue thickness measurements on CAT scans.

One of the major drawbacks of the needleprobe technique

is that it takes a long time to obtain a set of standards

because of the nature of the sample" Now that ultrasound

has been proven feasible, I could attempt to collect data on

Iiving non-human primates a group that would be very

time-consuming and difficult to measure using needleprobe.

These data would then be used to reconstruct, the faces of

fossil hominids.
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I

NormaI female caucasoid subject reconstructed using
ultrasound figures on the right side of the face and
factored (needteprobe) figures on the left. Discrepancy
in thc ¡haak reoion is aDDarenL.¿¡a U¡¡V -fF-

.,å

r
å
.ff

Figure 6¿ Reconstruction Based on Ultrasound
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PART FOUR: OBTÀINING NON_HUMAN PRIMATE STÀNDÀRDS



Chapter VI I I

THE NEED FOR NON-HUMÀN PRIMÀTE STÀNDARDS

The specimens I wished to reconstruct in my experiment

represented individuals who had humanr âs well as non-human

primate features. Thus it seemed that an accurate facial

reconstruction would have to take into consideration both

human and non-human primate musculature' facial features and

tissue thicknesses.

It has generally been accepted that the chimpanzee and

the gorilla are our closest non-human primate relatives.

Àlthough there are several chimpanzee colonies in existence,

gorillas are not currently available for research.

Chimpanzees are a logical choice for this experiment for

several other reasons: Chimpanzee body size is closer to

humans' than that of the gorilla or orangutan (Schultz,

1956:905) and the pattern of facial growth in Pan is more

Iike that in Homo than in other non-human primates (Krogman,

1969). Molecular studies by BaIner (1981)' Yunis and

Prakash (f982) and Goodman, Baba and Darga (I983) and

morphological comparisons by Cronin (I983), FIeagIe (f983)

and others have confirmed that the chimpanzee is our closest

non-human primate relative.

40
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Cramer and Zhilman (1978) have suggested the size range

of Àustralopithecus is similar to that of the chimpanzee.

On this evidence, and that presented above, I decided to

pursue chimpanzee standards as the basis for my facial

reconstructions of australopithecines.
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Chapter IX

AN EXPERIMENT TO OBTÀIN CHIMPÀNZEE STÀNDÀRDS

ION

Once t.he decision was made to measure facial tissue

thicknesses of chimpanzees, a source for these animals waS

investigated. À primate colony was located at the Holloman

Àir Force Base in Àlamogordo, New Mexico. Administered by

New Mexico State University, The Primate Research Institute

houses the world's Iargest research and breeding colony of

chimpanzees. There are 200 animals on site, 150 on loan and

approximately 30 births per year. The colony was founded as

the United States Àir Force Àeromedical Research Facility

and played an imporLant role in the entry of humans into

space. Since the chimpanzee is recognized by most

authorities as the closest non-human primate relative of

humans, therefore it is considered to be a suitable human

surrogate in research at the Primate Research Institute.

My sample consisted of fourteen male and fifteen female

chimpanzees. The males ranged in age from 82 to 321 months

of age and from 50.2 to 96.4 kg. in weight; the females

ranged in age from 101 to 327 months of age and from 41.6 to

57.2 kg. in weight (rabte 3). Being able to measure the

42
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facial tissue thicknesses of adequate samples of both maLe

and female chimpanzees aLlowed me to compare the facial

tissue thicknesses of the two sexes. Moore (I981) and Rhine

and Campbell. (1980) had large enough samples to carry out

simitar comparisons on American BIacks and American

Caucasoids. No previous sample had a female group greater

than seven individuals. ( Suzuki , I94B ) .

Oestrus cycles of females were also recorded in this

study. Facial tissue thicknesses of non-oestrus females

Irere compared wi th those of f emales in oestrus to see i f

greater thickness vtas correlated with oeStruS. Oestrus or

menstruation has never been taken into consideration in

facial tissue thickness studies. This factor can now

feasibty be examined using ultrasound to measure Iiving

human populations.

The wide range of ages in this group allowed us to

compare facial tissue thickness as a factor of age in both

males and females. This subject has been commented upon by

Gerasimov (1971:53), Gatliffe, Snow and Mcwilliams (I970),

Brown (1953), and Hooton and Dupertuis (I951) among others.

Weight as a factor of age in both sexes $tas also assessed

and compared to Brown's results in his study of humans (op.

cit.)

The purpose of this experiment rras

of chimpanzee standards that could be

t.o, 1) establish a set

used in fossil hominid
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faciaL reconstructions and, 2) assess the differences' if

ôny, between human and chimpanzee facial tissue thickness

measurements. Our results are compared to Moore's (1981)

and Rhine, Moore and Weston's (I982) Caucasoid standards.

The former were used because they were the only standards

avaitable that included standard deviations.

9.2 MÀTERIÀLS ÀND METHOD

This experiment was conducted in Àugust I983, during the

chimpanzeesf annual- heatth check-up. The faciat tissue

thicknesses of twenty-nine chimpanzees ( I S female and 14

male) were measured, using the same ultrasound machine as in

the aforementioned experiments. The 21 points where

measurements were taken on the face are shown in Fig 1.

Three researchers participated in the experiment. One

researcher was responsible for placing the transducer on

each of the twenty-one points on the face of each

chimpanzee, the second researcher monitored the ultrasound

unit and took the photographs and the third researcher

-L- --l l----^l !L-- ¡recorded and numbered the photograpr¡s anci Keyerf, tnem co a

master I i st.

The procedure followed was this; after their health

check-up and while still under sedation, the chimpanzees

were wheeled one at a time into an adjacent operating room"

The ultrasound transducer Has placed on point number one on

the face; when a substantial peak appeared on the cathode
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ray tube, a photograph r.ras taken. Each photo was then

marked with the roll and photo number which corresponded to

the subject being measured. The points measured were

recorded on a master List. This procedure was followed

sequentially for the remaining 20 points on the face. Sub-

and Supra M1 measurements were taken due to the difficulty

pinpointing M2 with the transducer.

Once aII the subjects were measured, the results were

calculated. An example of the film (polaroid Type 667) and

the area from which the measurement is taken is shown in

Figure 3.

9.3 RESULTS

Results of facial tissue thickness measurements of the 14

male and L5 female chimpanzees are shown on Tables 4 and 5'

A comparison is made with Moore's 1981 study of male and

female Caucasoid subjects.

9.3"1 Chimpanzee vs. Human Facial Tissue Thic knesses

The range in tissue thickness measurements appears to be

much smaller in chimpanzees than in humans, even though

tissue thickness is greater overall. In human males, tissue

thickness ranged from a minimum of 3.01 i.1Omm (end of

nasals) to a maximum of I8.78 J .71 mm (supra M2). In

chimpanzee males, the range was from a minimum of 9.07 +
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2.56 (suborbital) to a maximum of 10.10 ¡;2.16 mm (lateral

orbit). In human females, tissue thicknesses ranged from a

minimum of 2.68 + .19 mm (end of nasals) to a maximum of

17.82 t 1.34 mm (supra M2). In chimpanzee females, the

range vras f rom a minimum of g.69 I 2.05 mm ( suborbitat ) to a

maximum of 11.2411.78 mm (chin-1ip fold).

In human maIes, the Iargest facial tissue thickness

measurements tended to be in the philtrum-to-chin area and

in the cheek-masseter area. In the chimpanzee males, the

heaviest measurements v¡ere found in the forehead region, on

the cheekbones and in the cheek-teeth area. The thickest'

tissue in human females is found in the chin and

cheekbone-masseter area. In chimpanzee females, the

thickest measurements were on the forehead, chin and

zygomatic arch-masseter area. Chimpanzees, on the whoIe,

exceeded humans considerably in measurements on the gIabeIla

region (see especially points 1, 2,11,12).

9.3.2 SexuaI Dimorphism

Figure I shows the degree of dimorphism in facial tissue

thicknesses in chimpanzees. Females generally have thicker

facial tissues than ma]es, even though their body size is

smaller on the average. Males and females differ most

radically in the mid-philtrum, chin-Iip and zygomatic arch

areas" Males have a much thinner tissue covering over the

front teeth and on the zygomatic arch area than do females.
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and age were correlated with tissue

47

thickness

the Spearman's

We i ght

values in

r test.
both male and female subjects

The results are shown in Tables

In male chimpanzees, weight was positively correlated

with age (p ..05). weight and tissue thickness were

negatively correlated at all points on the face, and at the

.05 leve1 on the lower Iip margin, inferior malar and

zygomatic arch (midway). Negative correlations were also

noted between age and tissue thickness at all points on the

face, and at the.05 level on the suborbital and occlusal

Iine points.

In contrast to males, females showed positive

correlations between weight and tissue thickness at 10 of

the 21 points on the face. In femalesr w€ight was even more

strongly correfated with age than in males (p <.025). À

positive correlation at the .05 level was noted on the

suborbital point, and at the .0025 level on the frontal

eminence and chin-Iip foLd areas. Àge was found to be

strongJ-y correlated negatively with upper lip margin (p

<.0025) and supra M1 thickness measurements (p ..025).

uslng

6 and 7
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9.3.4 Tissue Thickness and Oestrus Cvc Ies

ÀIthough there is no q priori reason to assume that the

condition of oestrus influences facial tissue thickness,

since the data were available, it vras a simple matter to

test for iL.

Records of the oestrus cycles of the female chimpanzees

r.rere kept at the Primate Research Institute. Of the fifteen

female chimpanzees, there were only four possible

individuals to check. One (f,olita) vlas considered to be in

the midst of oestrus, while three others (f,upe, Monica and

Kitty) were just coming out of their cycle. When the facial

tissue thickness measurements of these individuals were

compared with those of non-oestrus femafes, there was no

indication that the oestrus females differed systematically.

9"4 DISCUSSION ÀND CONCLUSIONS

Facial tissue thicknesses in chimpanzees has been found

to be greater overall than in humans, but the range in

measurements obtained is much less in chimpanzees than in

humans.

The greatesb tissue thicknesses measured on our

experiment,al subjects occurred 1 ) in the forehead region and

2) on the lower face. The forehead thickness is confirmed

by Ford and Perkins (1970) and was suggested by Gerasimov

(tgt 1 252) z
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My

t i ssue

agree s

( r980 )

". . .all individuals, independently of race, with a
markedly developed glabella, have in that region
thicker soft parts than persons with a feebly
developed suPraorbi taI area. "

finding that female chimpanzees have thicker facial

than males, even though their body buitd is smaller,

with some findings in humans: Rhine and Campbell

found in their sample of Àmerican BIacks...

"In most tissue thickness dimensions, the female
faces are as large or slightly less than the
measurements for the corresponding location on the
male faces. The greatest exception appears t'o be in
the region beneath the eyes and on the sides of the
face. In as much as the female skulls are smaller
and more lightly constructed than those of males,
the greater tissue thickness would exaggerate the
fuIlñess at these points (N=15)."

In Kollmann and Buchly's 1898 study of Europeans, of the

t5 points measured on the female faces (N=8), seven were

smaller than males whiIe five nere larger. The larger

measurements were taken in the same area as those on

Campbell and Rhine's BIack females.

suzuki's 1948 study of the Japanese face revealed aII

female measurements to be larger than those of males (¡¡=Z).

Moore's 1981 study of facial tissue thicknesses of

Mongoloids (¡merican lndians) showed the two female subjects

sbudied to have smaller facial tissue thicknesses than the

males on att points on the face except on the nasion and in

the lip area (see Table 8). However, since the sample size

in this study is so small (N=2), these findings cannot

realIy be considered represenÈative.
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Finally, Rhine, Moore and Weston's 1982 published

standards from their American Caucasoid sample revealed aIl

female (H=19) measurements to be smaller er equaL to those

of males with the exception of the lateral orbit area

(rigure 1, point 15).

These findings reflect the degree of sexual dimorphÍsm in

humans which is Iess than that in chimpanzees, as confirmed

by Cramer and Zhilman's 1978 study of Pan pan r scus

( ibid. :489 ) : maLe/female index , 7ïeo versus 84-g9e' f or common

chimpanzees and 89e" for humans.

Findings similar to weight and age correlations in

chimpanzees have been noted in humans; Stoudt, Damon and

McFarland (1965) found weight was correlated with age in

human females up to the age of.60, and in human males, up to

the age of 50. Thereafter, there is a slow decline in

weight.

Humans and chimpanzees appear to undergo similar changes

in the face as a proeess of aging. Loss of tissue thickness

around the mouth and cheeks in chimpanzee males and around

the mouth in chimpanzee females may be due to Lhe same

factors as in humans dental attrition, tooth J-oss,

alveolar resorption and diminution in size of mandible

(Brown, 1973). The increase in tissue thickness in female

chimpanzees as a factor of age in the sub-orbital and

chin-1ip fold and frontal eminence areas is also associated
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r{ith aging in human f emaLes: Lower

tissue layer and the skin under the

person is fat (ibid.:I73)

eyelids cover a

chin can double

fatty
if the

The results of the oestrus cycle analysis in female

chimpanzees is inconclusive. This may be due to the small

sample size,(N=4) and the difficulty in recording the cycles

accurately. Changes in facial tissue thicknesses related to

oestrus/menstruation could be tested on larger samples of

non-human primates or humans novt that tissue thickness can

be measured with ultrasound. À comparison should be made on

the same individuals before and after oestrus/menstruation

and during oestrus/menstruation to give accurate results.

9.5 SUMMARY

It is evident from this experiment that chimpanzee tissue

thickness is greater overall and leSs variable thàn that of

humans. This fact emphasizes the need to have standards

available for facial reconstruction that are more rgl-evant

to the individual being reconstructed, such as in the case

of fossil hominids that have both human and primate

features. These standards will now be used in an experiment

in facial reconstruction to see if the results are different'

from those using human facial tissue thickness standards.
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TÀBLE 3

Chimpanzee t^Ieights and Ages

Weights and ages of male and female chimpanzees measured
in lhe experimenL,

PRC
N0. MALES (N = 14)

WEIGHT AGE
(KG. ) (MOS, )

96 .4 32L

65.2 L73

60. B 173

59. 6 138

58.4 230

57.6 159

57.2 262

57.2 225

56.0 230

55 .4 250

54.6 I42
53.8 t53
50.2 82

49.0 84

55. 3 187

32

713

7L4

806

674

748

752

673

478

234

853

756

923

106 3

PALEFACE

CHINO

TACO

TED

CLIFF

J,D.
DAVE

EMORY

LOU

GROME K

LEONARD

PATR I CK

LEO

DALTON

MFAN

549

62L

978

258

649

774

973

640

679

985

631

932

819

rt 37

778

57 .2
53.0
52 .0
51. 6

49 .6
49 .2
49 .0
47 .6
46.2
45 .8
44.8
43 .2
42.6
41. B

41.6
47 -7

2II
))o

2I3
256

259

256

L42

229

(220)

19 r-

327

10I
166

l-33

r30
204

FEMALES (N = T5)

AR LENE

CONN I E

TRACY

V I OLET

KATE

KITTY

JAMIË

CLAIR

SUSIE

DEN I SE

LOL I TA

LUPE

MON I CA

CRYSTAL

SHERR I L

MEAN
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TÀBLE 4

Male Chimpanzee vs. Human Tissue Thicknesses

Àverages of tissue thicknesses of 14 male chimpanzees
compared to Rhine, Moore and Weston's L982 normal
male human standards.

* N = 67
** N = 14, except in measurements 4, L0, & 2I, where N = 13

M00RE (1981) *

MFAN (MM, )

PRESENT STUDY **

MEAN (MM. ) RANGE

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

.16

.10

I
1
I
1
I
1
i
I
I
1

SUPRAGLABELLA

GLABELLA

NAS I ON

END OF NASALS

MID-PHILTRUM

UPPER LIP MARGIN

LOWER LI P MARG I N

CHIN_LIP FOLD

MENTAL EMINENCE

BENEATH CHIN

LEFT SIDE MEASUREMENTS

FRONTAL EMINENCE

SUPRAORB I TAL

SUBORB I TAL

I NFER IOR MALAR

LATERAL ORBIT

ZYGOMATIC ARCH, MIDWAY

SUPRAGLENO I D

GON I ON

SUPRA-M2

OCCLUSAL LINE
t

SUB-M-

.34

.37

.25

.29

.22

9. 19

9.08
9.90
9.75
9.09
9. 5s

9 .51

7 .44
5. B7

6.r7
5. 50

6. 35

7 .07
6. 30

5 .20
6. 33

6.06

I2. B9

I3.30
1r.07
1r.64
r1.36
1r.94
r3.03
12.03
L2.40
11.65

4 .36

3.01

9.72

10.85

t0
77

2.L0
2.56

r0.91

95
o2

r0. 16

9.12
.36

t
t
t
1
1
I
I
I
I
I

1
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
1
1
1

13 I0 I. 89

2.L2

2.02
05

.t45.26
9.286.45

.27t0.01

1. B410.69
-1I

9 2.35
r .67

1.89
r-61

IL.26
7.25 ')

lI.
12.
I3.
L4.
15.

L6.
L7"

r8.
19.
20.
2r-

4

I
5

7.04
7.94

.26

.40

.47
9 .67
9.55
9 .62
9.90

IO. IO

6.09
6.00
4 .59
6 .22
6 .62

4 .62
6 .2I
6 .20
6 .59
6.12
6. 85

L2.78
I2.03
13.24
t2.2L
I3.I3
1r.65
rr. 42

11.71
13.23
11. B7

12.72

.35

.26

.79

18.78
L7.54
15-03

.r2 9

9

1
t
!
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
+

2 .25
2. tB.lB

.22
- 3813.34

9.75

2 -569.07
9.59

2.LB
r.74

l-79
.56
.56

1.98
2. t6

r.66
L.7 6
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TÀBLE 5

FemaIe Chimpanzee vs. Human Tissue Thicknesses

Àverages of tissue thicknesses of 15

compaied to Rhine, Moore and l'reston's
female human standards'

female chimpanzees
1982 normal

M00RE (1981) *

MEAN (MM, )

PRESENT STUDY **

3.47

I ,92
1o.09

5 .69l-0

53t0

.97
15. l8

SUPRAGLABELLA

GLABELLA

NAS I ON

END OF NASALS

MID-PHILTRUM

UPPER LIP Í-4ARGIN

LOWER LIP MARGIN

CHIN-LIP FOLD

MENTAL EMI NENCE

BENEATH CH I N

LEFT S I DE

FRONTAL EMINENCE

SUPRAORB I TAL

SUBORB I TAL

INFERIOR MALAR

LATERAL ORB I T

ZYGOMATIC ARCH

SUPRAGLENO I D

GON I ON

suPRA-¡42

OCCLUSAL LINE

suB-t42

I
!
!
1
!
!
!
+

I
+

.26

.27

.31

10.97
11. 05

10. s8

9.92

10.47
10. 0B

r0.40
LL.24
t0. 40

r0.92

+

+ 1.75
+ l.4I
+ I.56
+ I.92
+ I.76
+ l.17
+ 1.78
+ I.4B
+ L.62

MEAN (MM. ) RANGE

5.84 - 13.42
6.07 - 12.81
7.62 - 12.39
5.24 - L2.24

4 .48 - 13. 19

s.98 - L4.02
8.19 - L2.67
5.93 - 13.85
6.84 - 12.09
1.I4 - 13.45

s.50 - 2.88

4.2L - 13.43

5.35 - L2.82

t 9AI
2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

4 .82
5.44
2.68
8.42

9. ss

9. 89

13

93

.41

-82

.19

.51

70

,64

.48

.67

.49

.54

.49

lr.
12.
13.

14.

r5.
r6.
r7.
lB.
r9.
20.
2L.

9.89
r0.46
IO.5I
r0. 79

r0.52
10.47
10.58
I0.21

r. 30

r. 66

L.57
r.49
2.14
l. l4
r.59
r.63

7 .07
6.65
7.13
7.24
5.55
8.28
6 .46
6 .89

1I.93
L2.78
L2.48
13.66
13.69
l_1.94

r3.09
L2.3't

3.6r + ,23

l.Oj + .34

5.93 + .41

L2.28 .72

I0. 56 + I.59

t0"44 + 2.55

9.69 + 2.05

7

7

9

L7

I6

!
1
I
1
!
I
!
+

.76

I
I
1
t
I
+

+

+

.88
L14
r05
l. 05

*N=19
**N = 15 (Except in measurements 6,7rJ.g and 20 where N = 14

and measurement 2I where I'l = 3.)
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TABLE 6

Spearman's Rank-order Correlation Coef f icients, FemaJ-es

Weight and
chimpanzee

age correlated with tissue
females using Spearman's r

thickness in
test.

AGE

I. SUPRAGLABELLA

2. GLABELLA

3. NAS ION

4. END OF NASALS

5. MI D.PHI LTRUM

6 . UPPER LI P MARG I N

7. LOWER LIP I4ARGIN

B. CHIN-LIP FOLD

9. MENTAL EMI NENCE

].0. BENEATH CH I N

LEFT SIDE MEASUREMENTS

1I. FRONTAL EMINENCE

T2. SUPRAORBITAL

I3. SUBORB I TAL

14. INFERIOR MALAR

15. LATERAL ORBIT

16. ZYGOMATIC ARCH, MIDWAY

T7. SUPRAGLENOID

I8. GONION )19. SUPRA-M.

20. OCCLUSAL LINE

2L. SUB-M2

x WEIGHT

+.523 **

-. 146

-. 011

+.011
+ .225

.000
-.459
+. I96
+.711 ***
+.0I1
+.I25

x AGE

+.I23
+. I55
-.430
-. 084

+. 132

-.743 *r,*
+. 009

-.077
- .268

-.248

N

15

I5
I5
I5
t5
t5
I4
L4

15

15

15

+.725

-.229
+.46I
+ .025
-.154
-.075
+. 102

-. r54

-.r52
-. r25
-. 170

-.095
-.388
+. 054

-.359
-.238
- .205

-. 089

-.423
-.552 **
-.363
-.298

***

*

15

15

I5
L5

t5
15

l5
I5
14

14

13

*
**

***
.05
.025
-0025

P<
P<
P<
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TÀBLE 7

Spearman's Rank-order Correlation Coefficients, MaIes

Weight and
chimpanzee

age correlated with tissue thickness in
males using Spearman's r test.

AGE

I. SUPRAGLABELLA

2. GLABELLA

3. NAS ION

4. END OF NASALS

5. MID-PHILTRUM

6. UPPER LIP MARGIN

7. LOI,IER LIP MARGIN

8. CHIN-LIP FOLD

9. MENTAL EI4INENCE

IO. BENEATH CHIN

LEFT SIDE MEASUREMENTS

11. FRONTAL EMI NENCE

12. SUPRAORB I TAL

T3. SUBORB I TAL

14. INFERIOR MALAR

15. LATERAL ORBIT

16, ZYGOMATIC ARCH, MIDWAY

I7. SUPRAGLENOID

IB. GON I ON

I9. SUPRA_M2

20. OCCLUSAL LINE

x AGFx WEIGHT

+.501 *

-.433
-.007
-.042
- .225
-.284
-. 301

-.490 *

-. 305

-.314
_ l2a

N

I4
T4

14

I4
I3
1,4

I4
L4

I4
14

T3

-. 2t5
-. I7I
-.I25
-.304
-.314
- .022
- .237

-.242
-. 391

- .284

-. 345

- .446

-.333
-. 530 *

-.45r
-.481 *

-. 3r9

-.007
-. I3B

-.452
-.319

-.378
- .026

-. 510 *

-.422
-.347
-.396
-. 385

+. 099

-.376
-.460 *

-. 459

I4
I4
14

14

l4
14

I4
l4
I4
14

132I. SUB-M2

* P < .05
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TÀBLE 8

Àmerican Indian Standards

FaciaL tissue thickness measurements from
Àmerican Indians (t'tongoloids) (uoore, I981 ) .

I{ÂL€

!-s
FEMTE

!-3lleå surements

Gì¿bell¡

Supraglabeì la

l{¡slon

tnd of tlòsâì

Hfd Phf ì trum

Upper Llp t{¿rgln

Lower Llp ltargln
Chln tfp Fold

Seneðth the Chln

llent¡l Emlnence

Left Supràorbl tòl
Rlght Suprâorbitòì

Left Suborbl tàl
Right Suborbltäl

Left Lðteràì orblt
Inferior Zygom¿tic

â terò
Inferior Zygoîìôtlc

Left ¡Jgomàtlc Arch
Hà ì fway

Right Zygoflatlc Arch
Hò I fHay

Left Gofllon

Right Gonion

Left Suprð ¡,folôr 2

Right Suprà llolôr 2

Left Frontàl tmfnence

Right Front¡l
tm i nence

Left lnterior ¡hìôr
Right Inferior l'laìar

Left Supraglenold

Right Suprâglenold

Ieft 0cclusðl Llne
of Ascendlng Rômus

Rlght occìusàl Llne
of Ascendlng Rôrus

Left Sub l4olàr 2

Right Sub llolar ?

4 .58

I .33

s. t6

3. t6

8.1.|
.l0.08

n.t6
ì1.00
t .66

ì3.33
I .41

L00
7.08

6 .33

8.75

l? .33

13.00

19.00

l9 .08

4.16

.68

.65

.19

.49

ì.?8
ì.62
L78
l.2Z
ì .05

ì .37

.85

.83

I .04

I .08

13.58 r ì.7ì

ì4.08 1 1.83

9.08 I ì.23

r.38

2 .2?

2 .?6

3.l7
3.?4

.59

4.?5 : .64

14.75 ! ì.88
15.08 ! 2.10

7.58 ! ì.93
7.66 r ?.13

19..l6 r 2.66

19.33 ! ?.50

I 5.33 r 2.66

16.00 ! 2.58

I

FTI{ALT
ì!

F€I{ALT
l{.2

HÁLI

I-e
5 .87

5 .81

5.75

?.75

7 .62

8. 37

9.?5

8. 50

5.ì8
1 .87

7.ì8
6 .50

3 .87

3 .8ì

j .59

r .56

r .68

r .43

r ì.ìl
t ì.40
t 1.54

r 1.05

r .90

r l.18
t .14

r .7.l

t .90

r .93

7.87 t 1.47

4.75

4 .00

6.50

8.50

ì 0.00

9.50

I 2.00

9.00

8.00

lì.00
5 .25

5.00

7 .75

6.25

r.l9
t.t3
1.36

.86

2.23

2.80

3.08

2.1ì
ì.81

2.37

I .48

ì.43
L80
I .87

9.25 ! 2.95

5 .83

4 .86

6.86

3.6ì

9.63

9.83

il.02
lì,50
8.00

ì2.il
9.t3
8.94

7 .55

7.71

.40

.37

.45

.28

.t4

.93

t.02
.70

.60

.79

.49

.47

.60

.62

12.80 ! .98

4 .50

4 .50
.7.00

2.50

10.00

ì¡.00
12.25

10.00

4 .50

ì 0.00

6 .50

5.6?

7 .00

5.62

.84

.80

.96

.61

I .58

ì .98

2..l8

ì .50

I .29

r .68

I .05

I .02

I .28

ì .32

lì.75 r 2.09

6.00

4 .60

6 .50

3. 30

9.20

9,20

8.85

9.10

7 .90

I 2.40

8, 30

8.60

7.75

7 .60

.53

.50

,6ì
.38

t.00
I .25

L38
.95

.8ì
1.06

.66

.64

.81

.83

lì.35 r .l.32

8.3ì t 1.58

6.18 r 1.06

5,81 r

7.68 t
7.62 t

14.06 r

ì4 .50 i
4.75 I

5.00 r .55

10.31 r ì.58
9.68 r t.8.l
5.93 r ì.67
5.8ì r ì.84

15.00 r 2.30

15.87 r 2.ì6
ì2.43 r 2.30

l?.50 , 2.23

r.t9
ì .52

I .96

2.92

?.80

.5l

7.?5 r 3..l7

6.00 ! 2.13

4.75 1 l.l2
1.l.25 ! 3..l6

¡6.25 ! 3.63

7.50 r 3.34

7.00 r 3.69

13.50 r 4.60

lì.00 i 4.32

---- i ----

---- ! ----

5. 75

8.00

'l_ll

5 .00

2.39

3 .84

3.92

;;;

ì2.55 t 1.05

7.83 r .71

20.72 r 1.53

20.80 r 1,44

19.18 r 1.53

19.41 r 1.48

, t7

t3.ì6
ì3.ì9
?1 .94

?l .38

4.22

.79

I .28

ì .30

I .94

ì .88

.34

4.05

ì3.86

13.94

8.44

8. 38

37

05

2l

ìl
23

6.75 r 1.69

10.50 ! 2.7?

10.50 i ?.78

ì8.00 r 4.17

18.ì2 r 3.98

4.00 r .72

ll.50 ! 2.24

7.25 : ì.5ì

12.25 2 1.42

ì7.95 t 2.0617.6U J I .53

¡7.50 r 3.07

ì6.50 r 3.25

ì7.50 r 3.ì6

18.50 r ì.94
I4.20 r 2.06

15.ì5 r ?.00

4.00 r .79

12.00 ! 2.?4

1.l.75 I ?.58

6.50 r 2.37

6.00 t 2.62

8.95 I .95

4.50 r .50

15.35 r .l.4?

16.30 r 1.63

7.95 t I .50

7.70 r 1.65

8.50 t
ì 2.30 J

ì2.35 I
19.30 r

ì 8.40 t
4.80 r

o7

7?

76

6l

5l

45
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Sexual dimorphism in facial soft tissue thicknesses
in chimpanzees.

Figure 8: Chimpanzee SexuaI Dimorphism
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PART FIVE: ÀPPLYING FORENSIC TECHNIQUES

TO PÀLEONTOLOGICÀL PROBLEMS



Chapter X

FÀCIAL RECONSTRUCTIONS OF HUMAN FOREBEARS

Almost since the begining of the development of facial

reconstruction in the Iate nineteenth century' researchers

have applied their knowledge to reveating the facial

features of our human forebears.

In 1898 Kollmann and Buchly reconsLructed the face of a

neolithic woman whose skulI was found at the Àuvernier

Station in Switzerland. Kollmann measured the tissue

thicknesses of f00 women from the Àuvernier region in France

and used the average of these measurements as the basis for

the facial reconstruction. In 1910 the anatomist SoIger

reconstructed the head of an adult Neanderthal based on

skull of a juvenile Neanderthal from Le Moustier, France.

The face of the Neanderthal from La Chapelle was modelled by

the anatomist EggeIing with advice from the ant.hropologist

Martin. Sculptor Louis Masquet worked with anthropologist

Rutot to produce a series of portraits of early humans. The

French anthropologist Marcellin Boule reconstructed the

musculature of the La Chapelle Neanderthal which formed the

basis for later reconstructions of this individual
(Gerasimov, 19'11 :XVII ).

60
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One of these Iater reconstructions was carried out in

1910 by J.H. McGregor who also created Iikenesses of

Cro-Magnon, Piltdown man, "Pithecanthropus" and others for

the American Museum of Natural History. McGregor used the

tissue thickness standards available at the time, which he

deemed, "...invaIuable in the present (Neanderthal)

restoration" (Mccregor, 1926).

The Russian sculptor and anatomist Gerasimov spent most

of his life recreating the facial features of "The eeoþle of

the Stone Age" (Gerasimov, 1964). He reconstructed

Sterkfontein 5, Pekin man, the Taung child, the Steinheim

vroman, the youth from Le Moustier and Rhodesian man. While

it appears that Gerasimov concentrated more on muscle

markings and the shape of the skull to determine facial

features, he did use tissue thickness measurements in some

cases, especially to establish the profile. For the Taung

child reconstruction, (see Figure 2) he used soft tissue

thickness measurements taken from a three to five year old

chimpanzee and from human children aged from three to four

years (Gerasimov , L97 1 :69) .

Much later, Shapiro tried reconstructing Olduvai hominid

5, "Pitheca t h ronrrs erectus" and "fuanthropus pg!!nens:þ. "

À much smoother reconstruction of "$i!gn.!-bggÆ Þekinensis"

vras carried out by Weidenreich. There is no mention of

either researeher using available tissue thickness standards

in their reconstructions (Shapiro, I9741.
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Most recently, American artist Jay Matternes has created

a new face for the Neanderthals and one-dimensional

reconstructions of new fossiI hominid finds. These "graphic

restorations" take facial tissue thickness measurements into

consideration on a minimal basis (Rensberger' I981).

Matternes incorporated non-human primate facial features

into his reconstruction of Australopithecus africanus which

was based on a composite chimpanzee-hominid skuIl (Johanson

and Edey, 198I2377).

Rhine apptied modern human tissue thicknesses to a

chimpanzee facial skeleton and reported the result resembled

a chimpanzee (personal communication; conversation of

August, 1983). This suggests how some researchers have

tackled the problem of relating fossil hominid facial

reconstructions to their non-human primate forebears. The

previous discussion of the difference in tissue thickness

between Caucasoids and Mongoloids demonstrates the

importance of using facial t.issue thickness standards that

are closely related to the reconstruction. This is the

basis of the following experiment.



Chapter XI

AN EXPERIMENT IN FORENSTC PÀLEONTOLOGY

1,1 .1 INTRODUCTION

Thus far, it has been assumed t,hat some difference exists

between human and chimpanzee facial tissue thickness

measurements, but up until this time, oo systematic

assessment of the difference has been attempted.

Once the facial tissue thicknesses of the 29 chimpanzees

were obtained, two sets of standards vrere developed based on

the average tissue thicknesses of both males and females.

No attempt was made to divide either group into emaciated,

obese and normal subjects because of the smalt size of the

groups and the difficulty in categorizing chimpanzee

morphology on a level similar to that of humans. The

Iargest chimpanzee in the male sample, for instance

(patefacer wêight 96.4 kg.), did not, have the thickest

facial tissue, yet in humans there is a known correlation

between body weight and facial tissue thickness (Moore,

rggl ).

In order to test whether

in reconstructing the faces

any discernibl-e di f f erence

use of chimpanzee standards

fossil hominids would make

their appearance, it was

the

of

in

63
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decided to conduct the following experiment. Two fossil
hominid specimens, one robust (Sx 48) and one hyper-robust

(two versions of OH 5; one restored by Tobias, one by

Williams) were selected for facial reconstruction. Each of

the three specimens was reconstructed twice; once using

modern human standards and once using chimpanzee standards.

Normal- male human standards were used even though the

specimens were classified as being robust and hyper-robust

species, and SK 48 is probably female (oay, L977¿2471. Our

chimpanzee standards $rere not divided into obese, normal and

emaciated categories because of our smaIl sample size,

therefore vre arbitrarily classif ied them as "normal". It
r¡as f elt that by using male normal standards vre would have

the best basis for a visual comparison of all the facial
reconstructions. Caucasoid, rather than Black or Japanese

standards were used because they were the average of the

three sets of measurements (Moore, I981; Rhine and CampbeII,

1980 ) .

The speeimens seleeted for this experiment were ehosen

because of the controversy surrounding their classification
into two different species: À . robustus and À. boisei. IL

was thought that facial reconstructions of individuals

representing these two species might illuminate some facet

of the arguments presented. Furthermore, since the cranial
parts composing the A. boisei specimen (OH 5) had been

assembled by several researchers, including matching the
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cranium with dif ferent

reconstructions of this

concerning the accuracy of the various

it was hoped that facial

mi ght yield information

restorat ions.

mandibles,

spec imen

Àlthough Robinson (I960,1961) restored SK 48, a facial

reconstruction has never been done, to my knowledge. In

this experiment, the SK 48 cranium was restored and matched

up vrith a restored mandible - SK 23. The completed facial

reconstruction was then compared to facial reconstructions

based on two OH 5 restorationsi one by Tobias and another by

WilIiams, and similarities and differences were assessed.

11.2 SWÀRTKRANS I RECONSTRUCTION

11 .2.1 Description of Oriqinal Spec imens

The Swartkrans I and II

Wenner-Gren cast W-GF No.

reconstructions are

F-SK1 6 of SK 48 found

Broom et aI. (Broom

based on

Robinson,

brecc ia

. (Grine,

Transvaal, South Africa

1952). The Swartkrans

and have been dated to
a ôô { \L7Ott.

by,

1n

and

remains were found in cave

as early as 2.3 million B. F

SK 48 is considered to represent an adult female, based

on an almost complete dentition. The cranium is crushed and

incomplete and shows warpage, although some parts of the

sagittal crest are stiII present (oay, L977¿245). The

erahium was matehed up with the contemporaneous SK 23

mandibte. It is virtually complete and has been assessed as
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f ul J-y adult

relation to

female. The assessment is based on its size in

other finds (Day, L977 ¿248) .

11.2.2 Method and Materials

To restore the remains of SK 48 to what may approximate

its original state, the Wenner-Gren cast vras re-cast in

plaster. From this replica, parts vtere removed and other

parts built up: The compressed nasals, right orbital ridge

and zygomatic arch ïrere re-built and a balance achieved

between the comp,ressed left malar and the warped right

maLar. The maxilla was re-aligned and missing teeth,

modelled on the basis of the existing ones, inserted. The

posterior part of Lhe cranium was built up to approximate

its original position and missing parts of the sagittal

crest put in þIace (see Robinson, 1961). À satisfactory,

although still slightly asymmetrical, result was achieved

(see Figure 9).

The restored cranium was matched up to the SK 23

mandible. Unfortunately, the mandible has been badly

and crushed which made its restoration difficult. The

used was from the University of Pennsylvania Museum.

warped

cast I

To restore SK 23, the cast was cut through at the midline

and also at an angle through both sides of the body just

behind the third molars. The four parts vrere then supported

in plasticine and re-aligned into a position that took the
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compression of the incisors into consideration. Plaster'was

poured into the spaces and into the centre of the mandible

to secure it. Once dty, the excess plaster vras shaved away.

The result is shown in Figure 10. The resultant restoration

fit the restored SK 48 cranium very well, even though no

attempt had been made to assure a good match.

This mandible and cranium combination is quite different

from the composite individual described by Day (L977 2254)

formed by matching the SK 847 cranium up to the SK 15

mandible. The latter has a very heavy supraorbital ridge,

and more prominent and angulated nasal- bones. Àccording to

Day, the ramus of the mandible "...must have been quite

squat and quite different in morphology from the tall À.

robustus mandible (sn 23)" (ibid.).

The SK 48 cranium and the SK 23 mandible v¡ere plastered

together to form a firm unit that could withstand driIling.

The whole was then oriented in the Frankfurt plane before

being mounted on a stand. Holes were drilled into the

plaster at the 21 points on the face as iltustrated in

Figure 1. Wooden dowels marked with measurements

corresponding to facial tissue thicknesses of normal human

males were inserted into the holes and glued in place (see

Figure 1 1 ). The teeth and gums were painted to give a

Iife-like appearance to the model. 2.2 mm diameter plastic

eyes (based on size determined from volume of orbits see

chapter on facial reconstruction methods) were placed in
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position and held with plasticine. Bear eyes were used

since no plastic chimpanzee eyes

of photos of chimpanzee eyes with

eyes to be the best substitute.

were available;

other animals

comparison

showed bear

Nasal cartilages were modelled, based on both human and

chimpanzee facial anatomy, and inserted in the nasal cavity.

Portions of the facial musculature were reproduced and

applied. Reconstructing the facial musculature is

considered to be a superfluous step in facial reconstruction

by some practitioners (especially Gatlif fe, 1979'), but

thought to be a worthwhile step by others (Neave, L979) and

is relied upon solely by still others (i.e. Gerasimov, L971¡

Matternes in Johanson and Edey, 19812379). Considering the

age and condition of the specimens upon which I was working,

I thought every possible step should be taken: to assure as

accurate a reproduction as possible. Therefore I assumed

that the addition of the musculature would be a positive

contribution to this outcome.

The muscles applied to the reconstructions in this

experiment were the. masseters, orbicularis oculi,

orbicuLaris oris, Ievator anguli oris, Ievator labii

superioris, sternomastoid and trapezius. The facial

"muscles of expression" were applied to provide natural

facial contours. The masseters helped define the massive

chewing muscles that characterize the australopithecine

face. The trapezius muscles gave an impression of the size
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and positioning of the neck and the temporalis fleshed out

the sagittal crest. The shape and form of these muscles

nere derived primarily f rom Raven's &-[qSJ of the Gorilla
(1950), with reference to human anatomy textbooks (see

Basmajian, 1981; Greischeimer and t.fiedeman L972) whenever

necessary (see Figure '12) .

Àfter the muscles were set in place, the remaining facial
tissue was applied up to the tops of the thickness markers

as indicated. The "skin" was a 2 brown: l bLack plasticine

mixture kneaded together. The result was a rac iaIJ.y

intermediate skin tone, since the colour of these

individuals is unknown. The "skin" vras appl ied in patches

to the tops of the wooden pegs or markers and the patches

joined smoothly, much as described by gfilder and gfentworth

(1918:104). Ànother technique of distributing the "skin" is
shown in Gatliffe and Snow's L979 article on facial
reconstruction; this is a "lat,ticework" arrangement,

bridging the gap from one marker to another.

At this stage in the facial reconstruction, the face is
covered bub aLmost featureless. This illustrates the

difficulty posed for non-artist practitioners in producing a

Iife-Iike visage from what is, at this point, a blob of

amorphous tissue.

As outlined in the chapter

Guidelinesl', there are tew, if
on "FaciaI ReconsÈruction

âoy, markers on the skull
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that allow for the exact interpretation of size and location

of the soft features- eyes, noser €ôrs and lips - on the

face. It is even more difticult to extrapolate location

when working with non-humans for whom there is no living

correlate. It was decided, therefore, in instances where

the features were almost completely hypothetical, that bot,h

human and chimpanzee features would be taken into

consideration. Thus, the ears of the Swartkrans individuals

are human in form but chimpanzee in size. The nose is also

half chimpanzee, half human; chimpanzee in size but

half-human in shape. The form follows that on individuals

with broad, flat malars, i.e., OId or New World Mongoloids.

Guidelines for human noses exist and are described in the

appendix. Nose size and shape is, in general, dependent

upon size and shape of nasals, nasal spine and size of nasal

aperture. The nasal apertures in both OH 5 and SK 48 are

approximately the same size. Tobias (nel:113) has

suggested OH 5 has nasal characteristics in common with both

Pan and Homo. The mouth is ,nor" human than typically

chimpanzee in form, basically following the dictates of the

guidelines concerning reconstruction of this feature.
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1 1 .3 SWÀRTKRANS I I RECONS TRUCT] ON

The facial reconstruction process using chimpanzee

standards did not differ markedly from that using modern

human measurements, with the exception of the following:

When the chimpanzees measurements vrere being taken with

ultrasound, it was difficult to pinpoint the location of the

second molar, so M1 measurements v'ere used' The nasal

cartilages, in aIl the facial reconstructions were modelled

on chimpanzee cart i lages; i . e. , barrel--shaped ( Schultz,

1956), because this seemed most appropriate for the flat

nasal bones. The length Of the nose, however, was

calculated to be twice the length of the nasal bones,

instead of three times, as in modern humans. If the latter

measurement had been used, the nostrils would end up just

above the I ips ! Nasat width lras the same used r.ot modern

humans. The ears r.rere reconstructed to be somewhat Larger

than human: the size and shape of the skulls seemed to

j ust i fy thi s.

No attempt was made to increase the tissue thickness

measurements at point,s 1 9 , 20 and 21 , as suggested in the

ultrasound facial reconstruction experiment. The solution

to the problem in this area has yet to be solved by cÀT

scans.

ÀIl the reconstructions included

feature said to be co-incident with

caoi ttal skin pads, a

of thethe occurrence
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sagittal crest (Montagna and Yun,1963; Straus, 1942).

Sakka (fgZg) proposed that KNM ER-406 had a sagittal skin
pad which, "..enlarges at the end to cover the

parieto-occipital trigone. " Without this pad, the

reconstruction is Ieft with a large "cleft" in the centre of

Lhe cranium, caused by the two large temporalis muscles

meeting at the crest. These muscles, a typical primate

f eature, do not appear to have ever been taken int.o

consideration before in a faciar reconstruction of a fossil
hominid (see Figures 13 and 14 for completed

reconstructions) .

11.4 ZINJ I RECONSTRUCTION

1 1 .4. 1 Description of Oriqinal Specimen

The reconstructions of zinj I and zínj II were based on

Carolina Biological Supply Company cast number 28-1175, À.

boisei. The company's description reads:

"The frontal and cranial portions were cast from
remains found at Olduvai Gorge...the lower jaw vras
cast from a specimen found at Peninj...(the lowerja* used in the reeonstruetion has since been shown
to be too apelike)."

The model upon which the lower jaw vras based remains.

obscure, since the jaw does not appear to be similar to any

of the ones created by eilher Leakey (see Day, 1977:136) or

Tobias (19672Pr.42) and the measurements do not match those

of the Peninj (aIso called the Natron) mandible.
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The À. boisei specimen used in this experiment is OH 5

because it is one of the most complete specimens and casts

of it are readily available. The original cranium was found

eroding out of a slope in site FLK by Mary Leakey at Olduvai

Gorge in Tanganyika, East Àfrica. The find excited the

scientific community for several reasons: It represented a

relatively large and almost complete cranium and it vlas

found in a context which suggested a great deal about

hominid behaviour:

"The very great difference between the condition of
the hominid skull and that of the animal bones on
the same living floor (a11 of which had been
deliberately broken up) seems to indicate clearly
that this skull represents one of the hominids who
occupied the living site, who made and used the
tools and who ate the animal"s" (r,.S.s. Leakey,
19s9 ) .

The latter comment is still hotly debated, as is L

Leakey's assignment of the specimen to a new species.

According to Leakey,

s.B

"...the new skull from Olduvai, while clearly a
member of the AustraLopithecinae clearly differs
f rom both Àustralopithecus and "Pg!g$Egæ." much
more than these two genera differ from each other"
( ibid. ) .

Despite their physical differences, Tobias (fgZ0 2407) has

Iumped A. robustus and À. boisei into one superspecies. Rak

(fgg¡) used cranial data for phylogenetic assessment of the

Àfrican hominids. He concLuded that A. boisei is a more

derived sister taxon of À. robustus:



"À. boisei is the manifesta
evolutionary series in whic
one stage the placement o
the genus Àustralopithecus
the notion of the morpholog
them" (1983:121l-.
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tion of the end of an
h À. robustus represents
f these two species in
seems to incorporate best
ical distance between

These latter
the conclusions

concerns wiIl be addressed more fulIy
to this chapter.

1n

11.4.2 Method and Materials

The plastic Carolina Biological Supply Company cast vras

re-cast in our laboratory. The result was a hard plaster

model int.o which holes could be drilted. Wooden pegs marked

with depths according to the same normal male human

standards used previously vrere inserted. Musculature, eyes

and tissue $rere then a.dded. Essentially the same method was

followed in this reconstruction as that used to reconstruct

the Swartkrans I individual. The only exception to the

procedure was that Lhere were no modifications made to the

cast and the ja* and cranium vrere cast as one unit. The

result is shown in Figure 15,

11.5 ZINJ IT RECONSTRUCTION

The facial reconstruction on the Carolina Biological

Supply Company cast of OH 5 using male chimpanzee standards

r{as carried out using the same method as for Swartkrans L
À comparison of zinj I (human standards) and zinj II
(chimpanzee standards) is shown in Figure 16.
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11.6 zrNJ III RECONSTRUCTION

1 1 .6.1 Description of Oriqinal Specimens

Mary Leakey was the first to assemble OH 5 from several

hundred fragments. The specimen is considered to represent

a young adult male (robias, L967277). Tobias (ibid.:8)

produced a later restoration which included the additional
parts recovered subseguent to the 1959 Mary Leakey

restorat i on .

More than one researcher has wondered how faithful
Tobias' restoration of OH 5 is to the original. Cerlain

features of the restoration, ioe., the cranial capacity and

facial height, have made OH 5 an anomaly, even among A.

boisei specimens (see Tobias, 1967279 and Rak, 1983:54).

L. Williams of the Department of Ànthropotogy, Lakehead

University, has re-assembled the face of OH 5 from the

pieces of the Wenner-Gren cast (w-Cf' No.s F-OL15-F-0t19).

The new restoration has included shortening the face by

re-assembling the pieces forming the right sub-orbital
region and the left and right malars. The lefl lateral
orbital rim was moved up, allowing the pieces forming the

malars to also be moved up. Witliams felt the teeth of OH 5

protruded too far from their sockets¡ The incisors yrere

repositioned, thus shortening their height and producing a

Curve of Spee absent in the original restoration.
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The result (see Fígure 11) is a much more prognathous

individual t.han that restored by L. S. B. Leakey ( 1959 ) . The

lack of prognathism in OH 5, according to Tobías, "contrasLs

rather sharply with that of other ÀustralopiLhecines"
(Tobias, 1g67:117), This recent realignment of the face of

OH 5 by Williams decreases the superior facial height
(nasion-alveolare) Lo 91.23 mm from Tobias'estimated 111.s

mm (1967:107) . The f acial height is now much cl-oser to that
of my restored SK 48; that is, 85.2 mm. According to

Tobias, the facial height of the unrestored SK 48 is 80.0 mm

( ibid. ) .

11.6.2 Method and Materials

The Williams restoration was cast in dental stone in
preparation for dri1ling. Since no mandibular remains of OH

5 have ever been found, I decided to use the peninj specimen

(Wenner-Gren cast W-GF no. F-NÀI). In 1964 this almost

complete mandible with teeth was found at peninj near Lake

Natron in Tanzania, 50 miles from Olduvai Gorge by a member

of the G. Isaac expedition (f,eakey, L.S.B. and Leakey, M.D.,

I964). Defined by L.S.B. Leakey as an A. boisei specimen,

it has been dated at about 1.5 m.y. B.P. and is considered

to be conLemporaneous with OH 5 (robias, I976:404). As

mentioned previously, the Peninj mandible was L"S.B.

Leakey's latter choice in his reconstruction of OH 5" The

mandible ís an excellent match, with Lhe exception that the
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fossae. The mandibre lras affixed to the cranium and the

composite skull oriented in the Frankfurt plane and mounted

on a stand. Facial reconstruction, using normal male human

standards, followed the procedure outlined previously. The

result is zinj III.

11.7 ZINJ IV RECONSTRUCTION

À second set of casts of the williams reconstruction and

the restored Peninj mandible were made. These were

simirarry oriented and mounted and musculature and facial
tissue thickness based on mare chimpanzees appl-ied. This

reconstruction is carred zínj rv and is shown in Figure 16

aJ.ongside Zinj III.

1 1 .8 RESULTS

11.8.1 Reconstructions Based on Human Standards

The faciar reconstructions based on modern human mar.e

tissue thickness standards were compared. These Frere zinj
It (Carolina Biological Suppty Company east); zínj III
(wifliams restoration) and Swartkrans I (I.fenner-Gren

cast)(see Figure 18),

It was theorízed that faciar reconstrucLions of these

individuals might shed some light on the accuracy of the

original restorations, and may conLribute to some

understanding of their species allocation by various

authors "
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The description of the carolina Biologicar supply company

cast of OH 5 noted that the mandible used in this
restoration had been disregarded because it was "too
apelike". The failure of this "apelike" mandibte in their
restoration is readily apparent in my faciar reconstruction
of zínj r: The face sJ.opes dramaticalry inwards from the

broad sherf of the malars, giving the face a very triangular
shape. On the facial reconstruction from the Williams
restoration (zini rIr), the proportions of the face are much

more werl-balanced, arthough the mandibre appears to be set
too f ar f orward, giving a "l-antern- jato" appearance. The

mandibre does, however, firl out the lower part of the face

to a much greater degree than the one created by the

Carolina Biological Supp1y Company for their cast.

understanding of their species allocation by

authors.

On both facial- reconstructions, the

muscles of the sagittal- crest rebuilt,
cap-1ike, almost pointed. It does not

wel-l with the rest of. the cranium.

varlous

cranium, with the

appears somewhat

visually integrate

The eyes in all three reconstructions are cJ-ose-set, like
those of goril-Ias and chimpanzees. The mouths are based on

modern human facial reconstruction guiderines, and as such,

are perhaps too human" This feature should be remodelled to
form some intermediate between human and primate. with few
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bony markers from which to extrapolate, the mouth must

remain hypothet ical .

The most satisfactory facial reconstruction, from the
point of view of well-balanced features, is swartkrans I.
This resul-t indicates that the sK 23 mandible, âs suggested

by my restoration, is a very good match for the cranium, and

ñây, in fact, be quite crose to the original- in structure
and appearance. The masseter area, however, is still quite
hollow, suggesting either inaccurate restoration of the

mandible or tissue thickness standards that are too smalL

for this area. R. Neave (personar communication, Àugust 4,

1984) has noted that his facial reconstructions still have a

"cadaverous" appearance in the masseter area, even when he

is using the most up-to-date measurements available. This
may be due to the sampring probrem described in an earlier
chapter, or it may indicate that human tissue thickness
measurements are inappropriate on these subjects. In each of
the three reconstructions based on human standards, I did
not moder masseters that exceeded the tissue thickness
depths in that area (points 18 and 19, Figure 1) even though

the facial anatomy may have dictated otherwise. To have

done so would have biased the results.

.1 
1 .8. 1 . 1 Reconstruct ions Based on chimpanzee standards

rn general, the facial reconstructions using chimpanzee

tissue thickness measurements (r'igure 19). resembre
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chimpanzees more than those using modern human measurements.

This is the result of the thicker measurements in the

forehead and orbital regions. This thicker tissue makes the
glabella appear to be more prominent and insets the eyes to
a greater degree than the former standards. rt aLso makes

the nose less prominent. This is especialty evident in the

reconstruction of swartkrans rI. The swartkrans and

williams (zin5 IV, swartkrans rI) reconstruct,ions based on

these standards are more successful than that of zínj rI
reconstructed on the carorina Biological supply company

cast. The reason for this is the same as in the case of the

human standards: The mandible is not suited to the

restoration. In the chimpanzee-based reconstruction, the

face has an even more triangular appearance than the
human-based one, due to the heavier tissue thickness in the

upper facial region.

These results emphasize the importance of using the

correct standards for the facial reconstruction, since

appearance can vary considerably depending upon the
variation and size of these figures. This also suggests

some difficulty in obtaining an accurate reconstruction
using onry muscle markings to estimate faciar features.
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on the originar, the teeth have been oriented armost

vertically in their sockets even though this is not

suggested by the formation of the alveorus nor by Lhe Tobias

restoration. The mandibre must have been modelled on that
of a gorirra or a chimpanzee because the body simirarry
curves inward. The lower ramus racks the typicalry primate

everted goniaJ. angre; therefore Èhis area must have been

copied from the Peninj mandible which lacks such a

pronounced feature. on sK 23 there ís an actuar inversion
of the gonial angle, although this is probably due to
post-mortem compress ion.

and

II

This evidence suggests that the mandible buirt by Tobias

crarke for oH 5 and shown in prates 41 and 42 of vorume

of olduvai Gorge was indeed based on gorirra features:

"The degree of development of the masseteric
impressions of OH 5 far exceeds that in other
australopithecines and is more comparable with
conditions in the gorilla" (fobias, L9G72210).

rt is the construction of this "goritra" mandible which

has in part contributed to the triangurar shape of zinj r's
face. The other contributing factor is discussed further on

in this section. The zinj rr faciar reconstruction fairs
for much the same reasons as that of zinj r, arthough the

Peninj mandibre is much more suited to this reconstruction
than the one articulated with the carolina Biological suppry

Company cranium"
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face" The other contributing factor is discussed further on

in this section. The zinj I r facial reconstruction fails
for much the same reasons as that of zínj r, arthough the

Peninj mandible is much more suited to this reconstruction
than the one articurated with the carolina Biological suppry

Company cranium"

By severar indications, it appears that the cranium of oH

5 was inaccurately restored" rn 1960, shortly after the

discovery of oH 5 by Mary Leakey, L.s.B. Leakey and J.T.
Robinson debated whether oH 5 should be classified as À"

robustus on the basi s of, for one fact, the position of the

sagittal crest. L.s"B. Leakey positioned it further back on

the cranium in his restoration than was typical for a.
robustus (nouinson, l96o: L.s.B. Leakey, 1960). This is a

clue Lo the problem inherent in the Leakey/fobias

restorationsi the posterior part of the cranium of OH 5 has

been fitted to the anterior portion leaving a large gap in
between" The result is a craniar capacity calcurated to be

similar to that of the largest estimated for the

austraJ-opithecines, with the exception of an hypothetical
Taung adult ( ibid. :79) " when the supra-orbital height index

is taken, however. . .

".n.. oH 5 falls to the top of the pongid range.rt differs,appreciably from australoóithecus añd the
Hominidae in possessing a caffies butlittle above the upper margin of the orbits. Thisis a feature which OH 5 shãres with paranthropus"
(Tobias, 1967 217) "
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The Leakey and Tobias restorations of oH 5 have been

based on joining the facial to the craniar portion at the

pterygoid plate (ibid.:g). The reader must bear in mind,

however, that this fit occurs onry because of the way aJ_1

the other parts have been joined by Leakey and Tobias. r

believe that the anterior and posterior portions of the oH 5

cranium should be assembled so that they are closer
together. Based on my swartkrans restoration, I estimate

the sagittal crest should be moved approximateJ.y 16

millimeters further forward. The result wourd be a more

"rounded" cranial vauLt simil-ar to that suggested by

Robinson (rgeo) for this specimen. This rearrangement

would, in effect, shorten the area of attachment on the

zygomatic arch and thus infer a smaller mandible by

association. The projected mandibular height for a peninj

mandibre adjusted to fit the williams restoration is
approximately 101.00 mm as opposed to 106.2 mm for Tobias'
restoration (op. cit., pl. q2) " It is stiII puzzling,

however, that this contemporaneous À. boisei mandible in its
original state faIIs so short of this measurement.

It was mentioned previously that sK 48 had been assessed

as femare, even though it had a typicar male feature, the

sagittar crest. This swartkrans specimen was reconstructed
using mare standards so that an unbiased comparison could be

made with the two other specimens.



ident i f ying sexual

a cursory comment,

detail in the next

84

dimorphism in hominids deserves more than

however, and will be discussed in more

chapter.
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(l) Cast
author t s

of original Swartkrans find (Sn 48) and (r)
restorat ion.

Figure 9: Comparison of SK 48 Restorations



À comparison of the mandibles used in the facial
reconètructions. (f) -to (r) wenner-Gren's Natron
mandible; Carolina Biological Supp1y Company's
mandible f or Oldr¡vai hominid 5; University of
Perrsylvania SK 23 mandible; author' s restorat ion
of SK 23.

Figure 10: Comparison of Mandibles Used in the
Reconstructions @

o\
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Zínj IV with pegs in
: - -- - -r: L r L - I 
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pJ-ace t
-t LL-()L Lrre

o mark
!\d L L (J!!

tissue depths. Shortfall
-- - 

J: L 1 - : - : _ i r I¡lrcrllLrrure Ib vI5lo1e.

Figure 11: Cast of. Williams Restoration of OH 5
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zinj IV showing musculature used in the facial
reconstructions.

Figure 122 Reconstruction of FaciaI Muscles
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Swartkrans
mandible"
on human.

I and I I based on reconstructed cranium and(r) is based on chimpanzee standards, (1)

Figure 13: Frontal View of. Swartkrans I and II

E
E

Figure 14: Side Vie¡r of Swartkrans I



Carolina Biological
derived from L.S.B.

90

Company Cast of Olduvai hominid 5
and P. Tobias restorations.

SuppIy
Leakey

Ca roI i na
ofOH5

Figure 1 5: Biological Supply Company Restoration
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zín j
stPP
(r.)

I
J-y
on

and II, reconstructed on the Carolina Biological
Company cast. (r) is based on chimpanzee standards,
human standards.

Figure 162 Comparisons of Zinj I and II

zinj III and
cast. (r) is(1) on human

fV, reconstructed on the $filliams/Wenner-Gren
based on chimpanzee standards,
standards.

Figure 17:. Comparisons of zinj II and IV



Compar i sons
(Caucasoid)
and III.

of reconstructions based on normal
standards (f) to (r): Swartkrans

human male
I, zinj I

tO
N)

Figure 1B: Reconstructions Using Human Standards



Comparisons
standards;

reconstru;ct ions based
to (r) Swartkrans II,

on chimpanzee
zinj II and IV.

of
(r)

r*o
(^)Figure 192 Reconstructions Based on chimpanzee standards



Chapter XI I

IDENTIFICATION OF SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN HOMINIDS

In the chapter "Obtaining Chimpanzee Facial Tissue

Thickness Standards" the degree of sexual dimorphism in

chimpanzees and humans yras cited. In relating these two

primates to their possible intermediate relative
Australopithecus - the question of sexual dimorphism arises:
Could SK 49 have been the female counterpart of OH 5 i f OH 5

is really, as Robinson suggested, a robust,, rather than an

hyper-robust specimen ...? "No grounds appear to exist for
regarding this form as anything other than a typical
ParanthroÞls" (Robinson, 1961 ).

In L919, Bonnet asserted, with little skeletal evidence

to back him, that sexual dimorphism in hominids becomes,

'rn,,€Vêf, more pronounced the more primitive lhe form"

(ibid.z23l. Studies of non-human primates have demonstrated

the marked sexual dimorphism in terrestrial animals; male

gorillas, for example, can be double the size of females

(wood, L976). Accordíng to Brace (lglZ) humans do not

conform to this degree of dimorphism, presumably because of

the inlervention of culture in altering selective forces

thaL shape t,he human form¡ Thus, "" o.it should also f ollow

that the earlier the hominid, the less effective was the

94
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cultural solution to obstacles to survival imposed by the

envi ronment. tt

Brace's basic contention is that sexual dimorphism may

account for most of the differences evident in the

Swartkrans sample, and between samples such as Sterkfontein

as well. Therefore it is hrrong to split these individuals
into different species:

"The range of variation among fossil hominid remains
at Swartkrans (the richest australopithecine site of
them all) is greater than the average dífference
between the fossil hominids of Swartkrans and of
Sterkfontein or of any other site that has produced
enough specimens so that a range of variation can be
estimated. It appears to me that the within
population variation at Swartkrans was greater than
that found at any subsequent stage of hominid
evolution. This probably reflects an adaptive
sexual dimorphism comparable to that of the
non-human primates. Perhaps aII the extremes of
variation between as well- as within the populations
of early hominids can be accounted for by sexual
dimorphism" (ibid.).

Pilbeam and ZwelI (L972), from a study of Gorilla
qorilla found that canine and P3 measurements yietded

data useful in determining sexual dimorphism in hominids.

As expected, their results showed little sexual

dimorphism in modern humans and considerable sexual

dimorphism in Australopithecus.

Àfter dividing their sample of australopithecines into
distinct time bands, the authors found that the

coefficients of variatíon increased up to where, in the

1,5 2.0 m,y. time band, they doubled those of Homo
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sapiens and tripled those of Gorilla qorilIa. They

concludedi "...the variability within the 1.5 - 2.0

million year hominid sample is considerably greater

that of any Iiving hominoid species and thus should

considered as representing more than one species."

than

be

Whether this analysis is conclusive is open to

question. The authors emphasize that the South African

faunal materials are not reliably dated. Brace (L972)

poinLs out some problems with sampling these sites:

"The three complete and one almost complete
mandibular dentitions from the Transvaal differ more
than do the means of populations to which they
belong. This reinforces the view that the
difference between a robust and a gracile population
is largely due to chance, the chance of which
specimen is preserved. Às it happens, the three
Swartkrans mandibles are larger on the average than
the rest of the Swartkrans material while the one
complete Sterkfontein mandible is decidedly smaller
than the average for that site. The range of
variation present among specimens from a single
site, as found in the contrast between SK 12 and SK
74, finds no parallels in more recent hominids. The
persistence of both large and small individuals at
Omo and in the East Rudolf area supports our view
that sexual dimorphism characterized
australopithecine populaLions for a long time."

Í.rolpoff found thaL, based on gorilla studies, canine

breadth was the most accurate measure of non-human primate

sexual dimorphism:

"The frequency distributions of canine breadth in
gorillas and baboons are bimodal. There is
virtually no overlap between the male and female
distributíons, and an attempt to use canine breadth
to sex individual specimens would be extremely
accurate" (wolpoffu 1976a) 

"



Applying this factor to the South Àfrican

australopithecine sample, he found...

Wolpoff then used his results to divide his

male and femaLe to ascertain whether he could

dental characteristics that were sex-reIated.
posterior tooth dimensions, beginning !¡ith p4,

in maLes:

". . .the frequency distribution of canine breadths
appears strongly bimodal, with virtually no overlap
between the modes. The bimodality occurs whether
the South Af r ican samples are broken i nto grac i J_e
and robust groups t ot considered all together."

sample

find any
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i nto

more

thatHe found

were greater

"I believe that the pattern suggests a great
difference in female and male australopithecine body
size, with the significant amount of posterior
dimorphism resulting from the fact that the much
larger males must masticate many more calories."

Wolpoff's analysis also demonstrated that tooth size
variation in specimens of the same sex revealed, "...far too

much variation to conceivably run in one biological
population." This led him to berieve that australopithecine
populations $rere probably polytypic (t^lolpof f , 1976a).

In another study, Wolpoff analyzed specimens previously

sexed by others to see if combining canine breadth with
estimated sexing-error step-function gave results that
agreed with their conclusions:

sK 48

Robi nson

had originally been assessed as female by Broom and

( 1952:1 0) , noted Wolpoff;
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"...in spite of the Low sagittal crest found on SK
48. whil.e sagittal crests are commonly f ound with
males in primates such as gorillas, females with
crests are not unknown. That cresting is somewhat
indicative of sex is due to the fact that crests
result from the relation of the ja* musculature and
cranial size" (WoIpoff, 1976b) .

Wo1poff's new analysis aLso sexed SK 48 as female:

"SK 46 and SK 48 came out as different sexes,
although neither determination is absolutely
certain. This seems unusual in view of the
similarities between the crania. They h¡ere both
sexed initially as females in view of comparisons
with the much larger SK 12. That they might be
different sexes is suggested by the extremely larger
parietal dimensions of SK 46...I believe it possible
that they are both the same sex, and I take this
result to indicate the presence of some overlap
between male and female distributions" ( ibid. ).

In 1980, Brace and Ryan considered the possibility that
male/f.emal-e tooth differences "...are specifically adaptive

in and of themselves. Since the dentition is primarily a

a-^l ---:-- -1 ---i-- !r :- ,- -rl ---' rlo()(¡-pr9ce5sr¡¡9 qevrce, If,' r5 worE,n coIì:iIoerLtìg wneE'ner

male/temale differences in size are related to male and

female dietary differences. "

Àccording to the authors, males' growth is apparently

more affected by dietary deprivation than that of females.

In addition, a high degree of dimorphism could be the result
of maximization of genetic potential through effective
resource exploitation. Could this account for the

"polytypic" character of the australopithecines suggested by

Wolpof f ?
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"Ànother direct body of evidence suggestingpolytypism is in the indications of-ãietaryvariation shown by the different tooth wearpatterns. These differences crosscut particurar
sites, and seem to have nothing to ¿o witfr any ofthe proposed taxonomic schemes. The differenl wearpatterns strongly suggest dif ferent dietarypreferences which might be among the causes ofpopulation differences (wolpoff, 1976a). "

Brace and Ryan (op. cit. ) argue that sexualry dimorphic
physical effects are much more like1y to appear in a group

where the subsistence base is single-crop agricul_ture rather
than hunting and gathering.

In contrast, Wolpoff (1990:96) t¡as stated that,
". ..hominid adaptabirity argues against a singre dietary
speciarization in the early hominids." He provides a

striking exampJ.e of the effect of different diets on

dentition in omnivorous bears and the bamboo - eating giant
panda. The panda molars show transverse expansion and the
pre-morars have undergone addition and size expansion.

If differing diets produce different dentitions and males

and females have different dentitions, then, according to
Brace and Ryanos picture of l-ife in the middre and upper
Preistocene, males would exhibit the pattern of wear typical
in omnivores or carnivores and females exhibit that of
herbivores or omnivores. This is, in effect, the opposite
of what is found (Frayer, IgBO).

Brace and Ryan, (op. cit.) emphasize that it
seLection for a large male physique adaptive to

Ís the

bi g-game
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pursuits which maintained sexuat dimorphism in a population
for as long as it was practised. This view has been

expanded by Frayer to inctude sex-role speciaLization as the
basis f or sexuaJ. dimorphism. He f ound that, in the

Mesolithic, âs both sexes began to share rabor, sexual

dimorphism decreased.

12.1 CONCLUSIONS

The probrem of sexing the hominid remains found in many

of the Àfrican sites has been tackled only recently. The

probJ-em was raised by the controversy surrounding the sexing
of the remains at swartkrans and sterkfontein - one site was

sa id to have yieJ-ded f emales onry, and the other males ( see

Brace, I972).

The lack of any substant iar sampJ.e of the usual_ reliabre
indicators such as pelves, has daunted many researchers.
There is an abundance of dental- remains, however. Many

crania exist, but most are crushed and broken. some, like
SK 48, exhibit both male and female traits.

Í^lorpof f (1976a, r976b, r9B0), has attempted to devise a

method of sexing hominid skeretar materiar on the basis of a

single morphologicar trait width of the canine. using
this technique, hrorpoff assigned the same sex to sK 4g as in
the originar analysis by Broom and Robinson, despite the
presence of. a typically male trait - a sagittar crest.
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wolpoff (r976b) noted, however, that sK 48 was at the top of
the range for female canine breadbh. while sagittal crests
are found armost excrusively in modern mare primates, the

same feature in hominids could be due to differences in body

size or diet. According to wolpoff (1975) sagittar cresting
occurs in both gracile and robust south African samples, and

is related to body size and diet. There is a generar

concurrence among the authors mentioned that both of these

factors probabry contributed to the high degree of sexuar

dimorphism that existed at this time in the popurations

sampled.

It appears unlikely that Sterkfontein and Swartkrans were

single-sex popurations. current research suggests that the

australopithecines rr'ere probably porytypic. The degree of
sexual dimonphism present probably exceeded that of the

goriiia. This degree of dimorphism, which is f.ar greater
than that of modern humans, ñây have been the reason for
erroneously assigning individuars to severar species. on

this basis, Brace (L972) suggests; "A male from one site
compared to a femaLe from another site may be taken to
represent a generic or a specific distinction if the range

of variation in Homo sapiens is used as the standard of
reference." This may be exactly what has happened with the

assessment of oH 5 and sK 48. Further research on sexual

dimorphism may confirm that they are both just mare and

femare specímens of the same specieso as suggested by their
facial reconstructions.
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PART SIX: FUTURE DIRECTIoNS IN FACIÀL REcoNsTRUcTIoN



Chapter Xl I I

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, I set out to try and improve current
practices in faciai. reconstruction, particularly as they
pertain to the three-dimensionar method. In the process I

found that, even though, according to Rhine, "...there
remains a reservoir of reluctance to accept the method as

fuJ-J.y validated" (Rhine and campbelJ., rgBo) some very good

resurts hrere being achieved even when technicar precision
was l-ess than opt imal. By the latter r ref er to the use of
rubbers, rather than pegs, to indicate tissue thickness
depths; the employment of casting techniques that do not

always produce perfect copies of the original; the use of
outdated tissue thickness measurements; the creation of
skurrs from x-rays. À good example of the "success" of
practitioners using the aforementioned techniques is the
high percentage (60c") of identification achieved by Betty
Gatliffe in her faciaL reconstructions of homicide victims
(Rensberger, 1984 ) .

r believe that my tests of facial reconstruction of
fossil hominids have demonstrated the importance of using

the most appropriate set of standards for the individual
being reconstructed, and that the introduction of a new
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technique for measuring facial tissue thicknesses will aIlow

more populations to be measured and consequently, more

standards based on larger samples to be produced.

Ultrasound seems to offer the besl technical capabilities at

this moment, and I hope to publish a set of facial tissue

thickness standards based on this technique in the near

future. CAT scans will also be investigated f.or the

developmenL of facial tissue thickness standards, but the

equipment is not suitable for field use for the reasons

outlined previously.

I hope that my thesis has indicated some of the problems

that exist in faciaL reconst,ruction and suggested how they

may be be overcome. I emphasize that the best results are

bound to be achieved by close attention to detail; and I

therefore offer the cumulative comments on reproducing

anatomical details of the face in the two Appendices. I

believe that further research in facial reconstruction wiII
firmly remove facial reconstruction from the realm of

"scientific parlor tricks" (Rhine and Campbell, I980) to
become a highly-respected and valued investigative
techn ique .



Appendix À

FÀCIAL RECONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

FaciaI reconstruction has been accomplished by several

methods; matching skull to portrait or photograph, creating

a face from X-rays of the skuL1, building a face through

superimposing facial features on illustrations of skulIs,
and b1r construction of a three-dimensional model. These

methods are adequately explained by Stewart (I979¡244-274).

The three-dimensional model was chosen for my

experimental work because it allows the greatest degree of

scientific accuracy and includes the greatest number of

variables for consideration in the reconstruction. The

following steps are normally taken to produce a facial
reconstruction using this met,hod.

4.0.1 Preliminarv Àssessment of Sex, Ase and Race

The â9€, sex and race of the specimen should be assessed

by a qualified physical anthropologist, and facial tissue

thickness standards corresponding to the latter two

attributes used in the reconstruction. Krogman

(1971:18-207) gives reliable indicaÈors of sex and race from

landmarks on the skull which may be used in an assessment.

Gerasimov (tgl1¡52-53) and Brown (fgSg) give good outlines
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of changes in the face that accompany the aging process.

Gatriffe and snow (r979) and Neave (r979) demonstrate how

aging the facial reconstruction should proceed.

4.0.2 Step 1: Castinq the Oriqinal Spec imen

The original specimens are casL in plaster, plastic or

dental stone. A sturdy replica that can withstand drirling
must be obtained. Neave, Barson and Percy (I976) give a

fu11 description of a useful- technique for casting human

remains in pJ-aster using Àlgenate.

À.0.3 Step 2: Àssemblinq the Cast

If the skull has been cast in several parLs, or if the

cranium and mandible have been cast separately, they must be

glued or plastered together before being mounted on a stand.

À.0.4 Step 3 PainLinq the Cast

Teeth and gums are painted to approximate natural
colour s .

À.0.5 Step 4: Àpplvinq Measurement GuideI i nes

The twenty-one points on the face are located on the

cast. The most accurate vray of marking tissue thickness
depths is by transferring these dimensions to wooden pegs

and setting these pegs into holes drilred into the skull at



the points marked. Gatliffe and Snow eschew the

for a simpJ.er one using pencil rubbers glued to
of Lhe skull (CatIiffe and Snow, I97g). Wilder
glentworth (1918:105) settled for using pieces of

shored up by plasticine as markers.

pe9

the

and
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method

sur face

paper

ÀfLer application of tissue, depths may be checked by

inserting a sma1l metric ruler into the tissue at various
points. Some practitioners use this method as the whole

basis for reconstruction, completery disregarding the use of

markers.

4.0.6 Step 5: Settinq of the Eyes

Eyes are set in place. The size of the human eyeball is
said to vary little in size f r'om individual to individuar,
being almost round in shape and 1" (2.5 cm) in diameter
(Basmaj ian, 1981 :353 ) . Àccording to Grei scheimer and

Wiedeman (I9722277), the eyeball occupies the anterior
one-fifth of the orbital cavity, By filling the eye socke't

with plasticiner wêighing it and dividing the weight by S,

the approximate size of the orbit may be obtained.

There is general agreement that the eye is placed with
the centre of the pupil slighLly above and towards the outer

border of the socket, inset so thaL a rurer held against the

sub and supra-orbitar rims shourd come in contact þrith the

pupi 1 (McGre gor , 1926; Wi lder and [.tentworth , L918 : 1 04;

Krogman, I973t265) 
"
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À.0,7 Step 6 : Applyinq the Muscul-ature

Facial and neck musculature is applied. This is an

optional step, used by some practitioners and not others
(see reconstruction of Swartkrans I for details on

reconstruction of muscles). Most apply only masseters and

temporalis (see McGregor, 1926¡ Gerasimov, L9712117l',

presumably Lo fiIl in the "terra incognita" of the cheek

region (Rhine and CampbelI, I980) not supplied with

st,andards in Kol-l-mann and Buchly's I898 list of facial
tissue thickness measurements.

À.0.8 SLep 7: Applvino the Skin

Skin colour is chosen to match the race of the individual
being reconstructed, and is usually made of some pliable
material such as clay or plasticine. How it is applied
¡lananÄc ttñ^ñ r^rlra$lrar {-}'a onn] ì ^-+.i ^^ aF ì ^à..*^ L^^eyv.¡ w¡¡çu¡¿ç! u¡¡e ql/l/rÀvqu¿v¡¡ v! tlluÐuu¿quutç ¡lc¡Ð

preceded this step. wilder and Wentworth (fòle:104) affixed
clay to the height of each marker and then joined it;
GatIiffe (Cattiffe and Snow, L979) favoured a 'rlatticework"
bridging the markers which was thereafter filled in. In

order to make sure thaL skin deplhs are not exceeded, it is
recommended that the tops of the markers be left exposed up

until the last stages of reconstruction, then lightly
smoothed over.
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À.0.9 Step 8: Format i on of the Nose

Most meLhods of estimating the size of the finished nose

have been cast into doubt (see Suk, 1935, for particularly
scathing comments). Krogman (r973) suggested the compJ.eted

nose should be based on the nasal aperture forming

three-fifths of its size. Gatliffe and Snow (1979)

estimated nose length to be three times the length of the

nasal spine. Neave (1979) found Lhe shape of the nose could

be determined by...

"The anterior nasal spine and the nasal bone, íf
present, are key points, for although they do not
show us exactly what the shape was, they can give us
a good indication of the direction and form that the
nose must have taken. This, combined with a
knowledge of ethnic groupr êgê and sex, gives enough
information for speculation with a fair degree of
accuracy. It does not, of course, aLlow for the
unusual- or the bizarre."

It appears that the form of the nose may at least be

somewhat reliably estimated by following a line formed by

the nasals to where it intersects with one drawn foJ_lowing

the line of the akanthion (Harrison, 1966; McGregor, 1926) 
"

Gerasimov (1971:55) suggests that the "...roof of the nose

is determined by the lateral- margin of the piriform
opening." He concludes, ês does Neave, that as many

criteria as possible be taken into consideration as the

basis of the reconstruction. McGregor (ibid.) found

moulding the nasal cartilages in plastic helpful as a

preJ.iminary step in reconstructing the nose.
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À. 0. 1 0 Step 9: Formation of the Ears

Àlthough the shape of the ear has no bony correlate on

the skull, the size and placement of the ear can be

estimated. Gerasimov, although he gives no specific
guiderines, notes that attention shourd be paid to the

". . .construction of the temporal bone, direction, size and

shape of the auditory meatus, form and relief of the mastoid
process and direction of the ascending ramus of the lower
jaw" (ibid.:61). $relcker (tBB3) noted that the ear ries
approximately 5.33 mm. posterior and superior to, the

external auditory meatus. Guidelines for ear size have long
been known to artists; it is approximatery equal to nose

lengLh (see illustration in Gatriffe and snow, rgTg).

À.0. 1 1 SteÞ 10: Fo tion of the Lips

Thi s i s doubtress one of the most di f f icult f eat,ures ',o
reproduce. Gerasimov (1971:55-60) gives the most detailed
description of mouth forms corresponding to sex, race and

dental characteristics. wilder and wentworth (r919 ¿107)

observed, "...the oral slit, when the mouth is in repose,

seems to coincide with the rine formed by the edges of the

upper teeth and to extend upon each side to about the middte

of the second premorar (bicuspid) tooth. " The authors
further proposed that the lips over the incisor region
shourd be made to be as wide as the teeth. stewart
(r9792267) contests this; "Lips in particurar seem to me to



vary much more than the underLying bone structures. For

this reason, all one can hope to achieve is a mouth that
consistent with the indicated sex, age and race.,, The

latter seems to be the most prudent course to foLrow in
reconstruction of the lips.
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A.0.12 Step 11: Reeonst ruction of the Hair

Colour, amount and placement of hair can only be

hypothesized unLess there is some actual evidence availabl-e.
Àge and sex can contribute to an estimate. practitioners
often base this feature on photos of the deceased (see

Gerasimov, I97 1 for case histories).

rn the reconstruction of my fossil hominids, scalp hair
9¡as not modelled because colour, covering and form are
entireJ.y hypothetical for these individual_s. Eyebrow shape

ean generalJ-,v be estimated from the contour of ihe
supra-orbital torus, arthough the l-ocation of the eyebrow,

above or below this bony marker, can vary as a factor of age
(Brown, 1953).



Àppendix B

À NOTE ON CÀSTING

In the hope that this thesis may be referred to by

individuars who wish to try their hand at facial
reconstruction, I am incruding herewith some information on

cast ing procedures.

Neave, Barson and percy (1976) developed a method for
casting moders for medical teaching which has been used to
cast skulls for faciar reconstruction (Neave, rgTg). This
method is based on using Àrgenate impression material for
the mourd and dental stone for the cast. Both of these
materiars are readily availabte in various quantities from
dental suppJ.y houses.

While

easy, the

by for the

the authors

novLce may

following

of this article make the method sound

find satisfactory results hard to come

reasons:

À large piece of ÀJ-genate, such as that needed to cast a

skul1, is quite slippery and unwierdy, and smarr pieces tend
to sag or break off easily. These shourd be herd in place
during pouring by fixing them with toothpicks. I also found
that it is not always possible to fit the two haLves of the
mourd back together again with 1ooe. accuracy. The
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likerihood of this happening is enhanced when many more rugs
are used than recommended, especiarry when they are praced

close to the edge of the impression. The sturdiest Àrgenate
mouJ-ds, I have found, are made with a very thick mixture of
À1genate. some preliminary experimentation with the
material will give the best results.

one of the most disappointing results of casting is
retrieving a cast that has important spots "missed" from it.
This can be avoided, for the most part, by first "basting"
the inside of the mould with the casting material before
pouring in the whole quantity. once the ratter is achieved,
it is irnportant to invert the mould after about five minutes
of setting. This eliminates the possibility of a

"Iop-sided" cast being formed. rnverting the mould means

that the Àrgenate must reach the top of the container, and

that the pouring hole must be plugged.

À11 of the above illustrates the need for carefuL
planning. Most errors witl be avoided if some

experimentation with materials precedes the actuar casting
of the skulL. other casting methods can of course be used,

but the Algenate method is relatively inexpensive and useful
when only one cast of the original is required"
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